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LITTLE ROSIE MITCHELL CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY

IProofs Of Photographs
Proofs of the photographs
which were recently taken
by Woltz Studios, of Des
Moines, Iowa, to be pub-,
lished in this newspaper in
the "Citizens of Tomorrow"
feature will be ready for your
selection from 10 a. m. to
5 p. in. Saturday, January 14,
at the Princeton Hotel. Your
child's picture will be entered in the contest and will
appear in this newspaper only
if parents call in person to
select the proofs. •
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Funeral services for Ira Clinton of Commerce announced.
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servation will be presented. The
Mabry, county agent announced. U. K. did not receive the sum it Floor.
(Clint) Glover, 67, who died sudThis estimate of Kentucky's
Hopkinsville dark fired sales on
Plans for a course in agricul- savings bond to Ella Mae Massey'
The school is sponsored annu- requested.
denly about noon Friday while at share of the cost of the spending
He called the requested budget Monday totaled 192,220 pounds at ture for young farmers at Butler Will be given by The CourierCroft Injured
ally by the Standard Oil Company
work at the local I. C. round- program was based on an analy- of Kentucky in cooperation with increases "realistic" , — totaling $29.23 average per hundred- High School are complete, James Journal, Louisville Times and
mobile Crash
house, were conducted at the sis by the State Chamber of the College of Agriculture, Uni- $815,200 for the 1950-51 fiscal weight with the farmers being D. Maddox, agriculture teacher, Radio Station WHAS.
Croft, 43, of Hopkins- home on S. Jefferson street, Sun-- President Truman's budget recThe following is a list of the
versity of Kentucky. The com- year and $1,015,200 for 1951-52. paid $58,176.94. Clarksville and announces. A meeting is planned
d, and former Caldwell day, Jan. 8, at 3 p. m., by the Rev. ommendations submitted to Con- pany will reimburse leaders for He added that if U. K. didn't need Springfield averages were only a for 7 p. m. today, January 12, he other county winners, their
sheriff, was admitted to H. G. M. Hatler.
gress, taking into consideration their expenses in attending the that much more, it would not little higher than the local mar- said.
schools and the amount of the
uart Hospital, Hopkinsket.
Born February 18, 1883, at Wal- that Kentuckians presently bear event.
have asked for it.
The group will meet each awards,
aturday suffering knee Ionia, Trigg County, Mr. Glover 1.20 er cent of the total Federal
The Clarksville report foilows• Thursday for the next few weeks
The budget proposed a $6,900,Butler: Betty Holt, $8.00; Billy
After the training period ends
d injuries after plowing was a son of the late James H. tax 'burden.
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George Mascott, executive vice to their respective counties and two years compared with $6,364,- erage; farmers paid $125,290.44; "Developing a Major Livestock son ' $2.00; Jo Stembridge, $2.00;
z road, State Polieman he married Miss Helen Redd, who president, pointed out that the hold a tractor malntenance 000 for the present two years. The Springfield-413,228 pounds sold Enterprise."
$1.00 each for Sue Mitchell, Lilver reports.
with a son, James Redd of $509,268,000 share which the school of four or five days for university had requested $8,214,- at $31.98 average; farmers paid
Young men between the ages lie Maya Peters, Marcelle Davis,
was returning home Hopkinsville, isurvive him, An- state's taxpayers would shoulder other 4-11 members, it was saj 000
$132,136.50.
of 16 and 25 who have a definite James Hodge and Wanda French;
The western fire cured sales interest in developing a major and 50c each for Geraline Scott,
In. Saturday from Cad- other son, Sam Terry, died at is approximately 10 times the
police
he is chief of
approi.
: not offset the Monday follow, market, pounds livestock enterprise on their Joe Cox and Charles McCain.
the age of 18.
amount of taxes collected by
Former Princetonian
accident occurred, Ohanticipated loss in federal funds sold, money paid the growers and farms are eligible to attend these
Mr. Glover had been an em- Kentucky last year to finance
East Side: Charles Barnes,
which it has been receiving un- average in order:
meetings at no cost, according to $1.00; and 50c each for Bobby
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ing to the
the last 27 years, and had been a
Scott, Bob Marshall Head, Nancy
Alabama College
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$22.57.
The agriculture teacher said Williares and Gilbert Chandler.
e truck, which was dwn- resident of Princeton the last 30
The President's $42.41 billion
Wilson, forWilliam
(Bill)
H.
"If
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the
Murray
the
university could have
— 206,735, $56,359.03, several young men in
li Thomas of Princeton, years. He was a member of the budget figure does not tell the
Charles Dean Hart,
Cobb:
merly of Princeton, arrived last
already are participating in the
ked at the foot of a grade First Baptist Church.
whole story, however, Mascott week in Jasper, Alabama, to be- the same income from the United $27.26.
Nancy Wood,
States Government that it now
program. They are Glenn Martin, $5.00; $1.00 each for
tail lights after having
"social
since
it
excludes
declared,
Active pallbearers were Fred
come head of the Department of has, we would be in good shape,"
Ruffin, Lucy Mae Holloway and Marilee
Clinton
Traylor,
John
ouble. Croft, Oliver stat- Hopper, Jim Walker, Herbert security programs financed by
Woman's Club Meeting
Wilma Sue
English and Journalism at Wal- Dr. Chamberlain commented.
Ralph Murphy, James Drennan, Mayes; and 50c for
e down the hill. met an- Pilaut, George McCarlie, Elmer payroll taxes dedicated to these
Gilkey.
ker College. He is a cousin of
To
Be
Held
Today
Hawkins,
Billy
The
decrease
in
federal
Oliver,
Dick
funds
Jack
ar and could not get Tudor and Conway Lacey; honor- purposes, which do not appear
Claude Allison Akin, Mrs. Har- will result from a gradual drop
The anniversary tea of the Martin, Bud Morris and Ralph
Fredonia: $1.00 each for Garthe truck without hitting ary, Herndon Greer, Fred Pas- in the budget proper."
vey Moore, and Miss Matie Bond in the number of veteran students Princeton Woman's Club, which White.
nett Traylor, Charles Wyatt and
er of the parked truck teur, Robert , Boitnott, Robert
Mascott also pointed out that of Princeton.
entering the university. This de- was postponed last Friday be"Livestock farming offers per- Bonnie Nelle Oates; 50c each for
ed as Elmer Bailey Lynch Coleman, Charles J. White and "In his Budget message, PresiJasper is in northern Alabama, crease, however, will be more cause of bad weather, will be haps the greatest opportunity for Betty Jean Young, Billy Ray
onia.
Frank Blackburn.
dent Truman recommended a on the Frisco Railroad between than offset by the
gradual in- held at 2:30 p. m. today, January an expansion in the farming pro- Phelps, Howard Rowland and
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem- wide expansion of social welfare Birmingham and Memphis. The crease in non-GI
students, the 12, at the George Coon Library, grams of this community," Mad- Marvin W. Campbell.
etery.
services, including a socialized college is named for the county dean explained.
ors Of Country
it is announced. Mrs. Clyde Ker- dox stated. "It is possible for
Dotson: Gladys Coffield, $2.00:
medicine program and other new in which it is located.
The Federal Government pays cheval, program ehairman, will many farmers to double; or, in Rebecca McGowan, $1.00, and
hoose Officers
legislation."
spending
$210 more tuition fees for each introduce Mrs. J. Gordon Lisan- some cases, triple the size 6f live- Agnes Hollowell 50c.
tors of the Princeton Golf VFW Rockets To
"These social welfare progveteran than the university re- by, who will give a book review stock enterprises on their farms,"
Missionary
Group
To
untry Club re-elected Ed- Play Here Saturday
Eureka: Doris Olene Oliver,
rams," Mascott added, "already
ceives in fees from non-veterans. of "Legend of the Black Ma- he added.
$1.00, and Alvie Rae Coleman,50c.
mb president after the anPrinceton VFW "Red Rockets" exact millions of dollars annual- Meet Here Wednesday
The State budget doesn't in- donna."
eeting of the club's stock- will play Hopkinsville' National ly from Kentucky wage and salBarbara
M ae
Friendship:
The quarterly meeting of the clude any item of capital outlay
Monday night at the Guard team Saturday night, ary earners in the form of taxes
District Scout Meet
Thomas, $1.00.
Woman's Missionary Union in the (for building construction) for
ise.
Jan. 14, at 8 p. m., at Butler gym, deducted from their paychecks. Caldwell Baptist Association will the university, but appropriates I. C. Discontinues
Cave Creek: Leroy Roberts,
Set For January 17
vice-president chosen for it is announced. The Rockets ex- If Congress should approve the
Wedneaday, $15,000,000 to the State Properties Two Trains Monday
Grayson Harralson, Chairman $1.00, and Raybon Young, 50c.
be
held
at
10
a.
m.
✓ 1950 was Roy Rowland tended their undefetted streak President's new proposals, payPiney Grove: Phyllis Jane
The temporary discontinuance of the Three-Rivers District, Boy
January 18, at the First Baptist and Building Commission.
. N. T. Cole named to the another game last Saturday with roll taxes will rise sharply when
Church, it is announced. DevoDr. Donovan had asked the of trains 101 and 102 by the Illi- Scouts of America, announced to- Lisanby, $1.00, and Barbara Sue
of secretary-treasurer.
a 48-28 win over Earlington the new program get in full oper- tional at the meeting will be led State for $4,275,000 for capital nois Central Roilroad became ef- day that the first or the 1950 Dis- Thomas, 50e.
new directors chosen by American Legion. Admission will ation. The people of Kentucky
Blue Springs: Jimmie P'Pool,
by Mrs. Duke Pettit with the outlay for the next two fiscal fective Monday, it is announced. trict meetings will be held on
lders for a term of three be charged.
should be fully aware of these Rev. Holland Thomas, pastor of years largely for construction of Railroad officials said the two Tuesday, Jan. 17, in the Baptist $1.00, and Calbert Merrick, 50c.
McConnell,
Howard
were
facts, as to the cost of such pro- Fredonia Baptist Church, bring- a new women's dormitory, and a trains, which stop here on runs Cihurch at Fredonia.
Mary M. Ruffin,
Bethany:
oltinsky, Jr., and C. C.
grams."
TO HAVE TONSILECTOMY
ing a message on "Intercessory building for the departments of from Memphis to Louisville, were
Mr. Harrelson said that plans $1.00, and Mary Lou Boitnott, 50c.
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis will
Good Springs: Ruble Harper,
Prayer." Theme of the organiza- physics and chemistry.
discontinued in compliance with for Scout activities during the
at the meeting, directors enter Jennie Stuart Hospital, AT JENNIE STUART
tion for 1950 is "Advancing With
The State will be asked to pay the Interstate Commerce Com- year will be discussed at this $1.00, and Hilda Harper, 50c.
Paul Carrington, of DyersMrs. William Broadbent, Cad- Christ Now."
Hopkinsville, this morni n,g
Farmersville: Bernard Watson,
half the cost of the dormitories, mission's order to curtail passen- meeting and urged all Scouters to
enn., to be the golf-pro for
(Thursday) for a tonsilectomy. iz, Route 5, underwent treat•
attend.
$1.00, and Hilda Jay Ray, 50c.
the remainder to be financed ger service.
b during 1950.
She will return home the first ment at Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Crider: Daisy Dell Holt, $1.00,
with revenue bonds.
Banks Promote Men
Hopkinsville, last week.
part of next week.
and Tony Griffin, 50c.
Dr. Chamberlain said he was
side Baptists
To Assistant Cashier
Lewistown: Doris Y. Ward,
unable to say how U. K. will meet
Princeton's two banks, First the decrease in revenue the next
$1.00, and Jacquline Nickell, 50e.
Irvington Pastor
National and Farmers, elected as- two years.
Sugar Creek: Patsy R. M. PatRev. Irvine L. Parrent, of
sistant cashiers at a separate
terson, $1.00, and Larry G.
But Dr. Donovan, in an exon, Ky., has accepted the
meeting of each bank's board planation of his financial requests
Smith, 50c.
ate of the recently organizof directors Tuesday afternoon. some time ago, said that "If the
Hall: Anna Dell Horning, $1.00,
rthside Baptist Church here,
Murray Sell was named an as- State does not make up, in very
and Sadie Blanch Howton, 50c.
announced. Res. Parrent
sistant cashier at the First Na- large part, the loss in federal
Mt. Hebron: Barbara Cummins,
ume his new duties Suntional Bank with John Owen Mc- tuition , some drastic measures
$1.00, and Womac Milton, 50c.
Kinney getting the same promo- will be necessary.
Enon: Linnie Jane Vinson,
948 graduate of the Baption at the Farmers Bank.
$1.00, and Betty D. Campbell, 50c.
"The only thing that the uni!notary at Loimvillr neV.
versity could do to balance its
Flatrock: James W. Ethridge,
t along wit
id;
$1.00.
budget would be first to elimRevival In Progress
, -sc: ..7)•
inate all expenditures for instrucWhite: Kenneth W. Lamb,
At Holiness Church
tional materials, for most of the
$1.00, and Janice Faye Orange,
IC pastorate
A revival is now in progress at books for the library and for
50c.
aptist Church. He and his
the Princeton Holiness Church scientific equipment. It this did
Quinn: Glenn Roberts, $1.00,
will reside on the Hop.with services beginning each not suffice, and it would not, the
and Anna Rose Hill, 50c.
Ile road.
night at 7:15 p. m., conducted by
N a b b:
Ethelyne Cummins,
Cite:
1aige number of "carry over" the Rev. Orfel Akens, of Albion, next step would necessarily be
•anty's quota fort
that of dropping a number of
$1.00, and Betty Jo Oliver, 50c.
1950 March of Dimes has been iron lung cases as an example of Ill. Rev. W. E. Cunningham is
nuns Discuss
the staff and faculty .
Briarfield: Shirley Hobby,
set at $1,500, Murray W. Sell, he need for increased funds. pastor.
$1.00, and James C. Gray, 50c.
ational Needs
county campaign director, an- "Since the Kentucky Chapter was
Hart: Iola Mae VanHooser,
Brother Of Princeton
open discussion on the edu- nounced this week. The state quo- founded in 1940, there has been
$1.00, and Laura VanHooser, 50c.
ial needs of Princeton, led ta for the campaign is $500,000. only two iron lung cases that ngelhardts To Leave
Insurance
Man Dies
According to information from
ussell 'Ooodaker and K. V.
The annual drive for funds to were carred over from one year For Florida Vacation
t h e county school superintendnt, comprised the program of fight infantile paralysis will run to the next. But in 1950 the ChapDr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt At Central City
ent's office, this is the second
Dr. Paul Raymond Cunning.
ter will be caring for 15 cases."
otary Club at the organize- from January 14 to 31.
will leave Sunday for a two
time a pupil of the Quinn school
ham,
48,
past
vice-president
of
echoed
by
Mr.
His
words
were
weekly meeting Tuesday at
weeks' vacation at Ft. Lauderdale,
"Never has the need been
has won first prize in the soil esthe Kentucky State Dental AssoChristian Church. Guests at greater", Mr. Sell declared. And Gabe Taylor, State March of Fla.
contest. Dewane Felker won
ciation and chairman of the cenmeeting were Joe Jones and he added that with the heavy Dimes chairman. "We are counttral City Hoard of Education,
the prize in 1948. Teacher of thi
ey Inglis, both of the Dew- 1949 case load and its "terrific" ing on the people of Kentucky
Band Boosters To
school is Mrs. Nellie Crenshaw.
died suddenly Monday morning
Springs club. David Alexan- drain on the National Founda- as never before", he said, "to
at his home in Central City.
Junior Rotarian for January, tion's epidemic aid fund, the need give us the necessary funds Meet Monday Night
Little Jackie Sharlow, 15 mon a, ate a hearty breakfast Mon- CONDUCTS REVIVAL
Dr. Cunningham was a brother
Butler Band Boosters will hate
to carry ono the fight against this
introduced. K. V. Bryanj-was "actually surPasses the quota."
The Rev, Ray Wigginton, Ft
dread disease. If all our people their Urst meeting for 1950 Mon- of Mark Cunningham, Princeton. day morning at Jackson, Mich. Grieving and refusing to cat for
'dad a four year perfect stKentucky and the nation has
Funeral serVices were conduct- three days qince her white puppy, "Tiny", died, Jackie was recon- donia evangelist, is curren:
knew the rapidly mounting costa day night, Jan. 16, at 7:30 p. in.
ance pin. Mark Cunningham,
ict governor, presided at the Just witnessed thf worst year in of fighting polio I'm sure they'd All persons interested in the ad- ed at 10:30 a. m. Tuesday at Cen- ciled when an unnamed sailor arrived at her Michigan Center home conducting a revival at the Fl
ing in the absence of Dr. the history of the disease, the di- open their pocketbooks as well as vancement, of the band are re- tral City Baptist Church. Burial with another Tiny. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert St.- Cumberland Pfesbyterian Chu
at Marion, it is announced.
was in Cadiz Cerneter7.
low. (AP Wirephoto)
quested to attend. •
rector said. He pointed to the their hearts", Mr. Taylor said.
Cook, president.
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Open Your Pocketbooks
in'the annual
county has been asked to raise $1,500
and continues
Saturday
begins
which
campaign,
March of Dimes
through January 31.
greater in Kentucky or
The need for money has never been
statement by Gabe
throughout the nation. As pointed out in a
Chapter of the
Taylor, State campaign chairman, "the Kentucky
know that future
National Foundation is just plain broke." We
with the people of
help for the victims of polio, he said, rests solely
consequences are clearthe
year
this
fails
drive
the
if
and
this State
cut.
need for your
The story of the March of Dimes is simple. The
treatment oe infantile
dimes and dollars toLatuaperlIte care Ind
matter of simple
paralysis victims and the research ifebetam is a
economics.
and, nursing
The money is used to provide treatment, hospital
and to find
care and rehabilitation of damaged nerves and muscles
money.
means of stamping out the disease. All of these things take
nation to
the
in
everybody
for
necessary
is
it
that
money
much
So
contribute at least once a year to sustain stricken people and to
provide care for those whom we may be reasonably certain will be
stricken with polio in 1950.
The 1949 incident of polio reached more than 40,000 in this
country. In Kentucky there were nearly 709 cases with seven cases
being reported in Caldwell county. All these in addition to the
hundreds of cases already being cared for by the Kentucky Chapter
and the National Foundation makes it imperative that each one of us
open our pocketbooks so that the fight against this dreaded disease
will be carried on through another year.
Caldwell

Bigness Unlimited?
deThe center of political gravity within the Democratic Party
crees that its leaders back the little fellows against the bigs. Spokesmen for business, therefbre, who read politics between the lines of
such suits as those against du Pont interests and the A&P, and who
warn of a new doctrine that bigness, per se, is bad, may not br.
shooting too wide of the mark.
But they are talking themselves into a commitment to another
doctrine: That provided it acts benevolently, bigness at no point
holds a threat to the American way. If they are looking for political espousal of their cause, we doubt that the Republican Party
could afford to appear as the champion of bigness unlimited.
How big is too big centainly cannot be reduced to a formu:a.
And if attempting that is what anyone has in mind, we would join
the business spokesmen in opposition. Some things, like steel and
automobiles, simply cannot be produced by "little business." United States Steel's 33 per cent of its industry's output and General
Motors' 30 per cent may be no nearer monopoly danger points than
is A&P's 6 per cent in food retailing.
But our feeling that there ale danger points comes into action when we ask ourselves some hypothetical questions:
Maybe it was all right for U. S. Steel to absorb little Columbia. But suppose it bought Bethlehem, too? A merger of Studebaker and Nash might be one thing. But what about General
Motors absorbing one of the few remaining -independents"? Woald
it be good public policy to permit A&P to buy out Kroger or First
National?
Somewhere along the line bigness can cross over into potential,
if not actual, monopoly—the power to dominate. Is it wise to wait
until that has already happened in each instance, or is it better to
check a trend?
We won't even attempt to spell out the answer. But the question
stands as one of the serious ones of the new half century.
—(The Christian Science Monitor)

Prices Drop For Farmers
Vice President Alben W. Barkley told a Louisville business
group Monday that agriculture is the only discouraging spot in a
picture that otherwise portrays a bright prospect for busine.-s in
1950. Mr. Barkley said there is no need to be "jittery," because the
farlhers' outlook is "discouraging" but not "alarming."
Of course, it is logical that the American farmer would be the
first to feel a break in prices after a war, because in the past two
wars at least the demand for American farm goods became worldwide. With the coming of peace, world demand naturally slackens
as war-torn countries return to agricultural production. It was not
until 1948 that such breaks began to be felt after the past war. In
that presidential year, corn prices broke sharply and price supports
became ineffective because the 80th Congress had failed to provide
funds for storage facilities. Subsequently city workers have found
that they have less money for food, foreign relief programs have
been curtailed and the price-support programs have been tightened
Up.

It is easy enough to diagnose the causes of breaks in farm
prices. It is not so easy to effect a cure. Should farmers keep on
producing more and more goods than are needed, as they did in
the 1930's? Such a practice, past experiences show, can result in
many farmers losing their status as farm owners. Shoult price supports geared to production controls,- such as the highly successful
tobacco program (which costs the government nothing), be extended
to other agricultural crops?
Mr. Barkley perhaps is right when he says business has no
cause to be jittery about present conditions in agriculture. It is a
certainty, however, that business and working groups have every
reason to be concerned by the Price breaks in farm products. When
the income of a group that buys one-fourth of the products of
American factories is faced with a 31 per cent cut in net income,
every element in the national economy certainly should be concerned.. A little concern now might prevent the agony of an agricultural
depression a few years hence.
—(The Lexington Herald)
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good war record is a genuine job recommendation.
Sometime in the future, our
economic system being what it
is, we almost certainly will need
to pay a bonus to our state war
veterans. Sometime in the future
that may be a fine thing, a primYour infeebled old friend, the nickel, is a descendant of the
er of the economic pump which
half-dime (officially known as half-disme.) This was the first coin can
easily make the difference
struck at the first United States mint in Philadelphia in 1792. The
between widespread misery and
half-dime was discontinued in 1873 and the nickel (officially known
poverty, and a cushion against
as the five-cent pieee), which had been authorized in 1856, took its
these economic diseases. Now may
place. The coin, weighing 77.16 grains, is three-fourths copper and
be the time to begin planning
one-fourth nickel.
ing it. But certainly not with
We have assembled these facts with the feeling that we were
for a state bonus, to begin financcollecting material for an obituary notice. The nickel, once a coin
something as ephemeral as a lotof much substance and usefulness, has suffered another body blow.
tery. Let's be honest and levy a
The New York State Public Service Commission has authorized
tax which will raise the money,
the Rochester Telephone Corporation to charge 10 cents, instead of
then put the funds in trust for a
5, for local coin box calls. The decision is accepted as precedentbonus when it is needed.
making. Only last fall the 5-cent cup of coffee began to disappear.
Our war veterans should reIt was during the price inflation caused by the first world war
member that they themselves
that Vice-President Marshall made a famous and nostalgic
observa- will bear the brunt of taxation
tion: "What this country really needs is a good 5-cent cigar." It
was which will result in the payment
during the price inflation caused by the second world war that
of a bonus. A few will pay much
Franklin P. Adams added to this: "What this country really
needs more than they will receive. A
is a good 5-cent nickel."
few will pay little or nothing and
Once upon a time, the nickel would buy you not only
a good receive considerable bonuses, no
cigar, as Tom Marshall implied, but also the biggest
schooner of matter what plan of distribution
beer in town. By way of the nickelodeon, the nickel
played an im- is decided upon.
portant part in the founding of the movie industry. The
nickel
For even a $100.00 bonus for
supported the shoe-shine industry for many years. Once
it would each veteran, Kentucky would
buy almost enough candy to satiafe even a growing boy.
need additional tax revenue
Up to about a quarter-century ago, the nickel
was standard equal to about half the amount of
streetcar fare in urban America. When the fares
began to go up, all taxes of all kindireollectecl
by
it made a brief and pathetic effort to preserve its
self-respect through the State for an entire year.
the jitney bus. The nickel served 'air subway fare in
New York
A young vet wrote me the othfrom 1904, when the first subway opened until July 1, 1948-45
date er day: "When our government
which, in the nickel's opinion, should live in infamy.
was down on its luck we helped
When the nickel loses out even in the telephone
booth, we it out; when we get down on
our
favor restorineits ancestral name of half-dime. That's
about all it luck we want the
government to
really Is now, with little Individuality of its own.
belp us out."
—("The Louisville Times)
That sounds sensible.

Obituary Of The Nickel
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really

The U. S. Geological Survey
has discovered coal deposits of
more than 1,000,000,000 tons in
the San Juan Basin of Colorado
and New Mexico.
Some undeveloped coal beds in
the Durango, Colo., area are estimated to be 28 inches thick.
Much of the coal found in the
Durango Colo., area is of coking quality.
Washing coal makes it of more
uniform qualiyt and higher heat
value.
In the past century the population of Java has grown from
about 9;000,000 to about 50,000,000.
Most of New York City's water
comes from the Catskill Mountains.
New York City normally uses
1,200,000,000 gallons of water a
day.
Los Angeles has been getting
water from the High Sierra
Mountains since 1907.
About a sixth of Los Angeles'
daily water supply comes from
the Parker Dam, Ariz.
Holly and ivy havetbeen identified with Christmas from very
early times.
Christmas ivy is supposed te
represent the mistress of the
house.
Christmas holly is supposed to
represent the master of the house,
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and the solid comfort inside. Again there is room to
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Singing Star Goes
From Horse Opera
To Operetta

TIERGARTEN REPLANTED
Berlin - (AP) -- The city of
Bremen shipped 35,000 oak and
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the more attractive operatic stars.
She retained the shape, but got
sidetracked.
"It was money," she explained
in an interview. "Didn't have
any money and needed some to
study music so I could get into
opera."
Following the path of thousands of others, she settled with
her mother in lucre-lush Hollywood where she got a long term
contract.
In six years she had parts in
34 movies, 12 of which w ere
westerns. It w a s publicized to
some extent that the beauteous
belle from Goldsboro, N. C., was
closer to the horse than its sadNaturally, press agents seized
on this to note that she was going from "horse opera to opera"
when she appeared in "Tosco" at
the Brooklyn Academy of Music
in 1948,
"It would be safer to sae I
went from the 'bad time girl' to

opera," she said. "I was a bad
girl in most of the other movies;
you know, the kind who would
cheat in a game of jacks."
"This experience with horse
operas had quite an effect on
Anne, who once was the kind of
girl who looked on horses as
practically horse pets. Now she
likes them if they're in front of
milk wagons, under somebody
else or statues in parks. As she
puts it, "I got tired of getting
'
third billing to a horse."
"She made the money, studied
music and had a successful fling
in opera.
At present, her love—or at any
rate, her livelihood—rests in the
musical stage, Critics who viewed her at the Shubert theater
unanimously thought it was a
well-placed love.
Anne ,says she is 26.. As she
explains: "When I stacted out I
was the same age as whats'-hername (she named a Hollywood

EELS MET TANKED
Toton, England — (AP) — The
water tank at the railway depot
here went dry. Engineers and
firemen fished In the supply line
and pulled out thirteen eels. They
ate them for supper.
star but asked that it not be
used). Then, as we got older, she
turned out to be three years
younger than me. That mixes me
up some, but I guess I'm
even 28."
Anne's also a might fancy
doodler, specializing in sketches
of scantily clad girls. They all
look like her which is a very
nice way to look.
The weasel is yeliowisn brown
in summer and white in winter '
when its fur is known as ermine.
Germany's U-2I was the first
submarine to sink an enemy ship
on the high seas.

ENNUIS JANUARY WHITE GOODS

SEE US FOR
YOUR MUD AND SNOW TIRES
New, Used and Recaps . . . All Guaranteed.

NEW AND USED WHEELS,
15", 16" and 20"

BATTERIES
Guaranteed 18 to 36 months.
NEW CAL

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Preaching —11 a. m.
Sunday School-10 a. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of (Prayer—Wednesday,
7 p. m.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday. Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
The first submarine for the U.
S. Navy was built by John Pbilip
Holland nearly 50 years ago.

(Beesley Bldg.)

STOCK
UP Now
USE OUR
LAY-AWAY PLAN
WORLD
FAMOUS

Lowest Prices In Years But The Same High
Quality You Have Been Used To. Compare!

STOP! LOOK! BUY TOMORROW!

TOWELS

BABY CHENILLE HOUSECOATS
$34,1

Extra Heavy
Extra Thick
New Decorator Colors

81\x 99
72x101

37e

The U. S. Navy's first submarine was propelled by a four cylinder gasoline engine.

22" x 44" (Big)

6167

These won't Iasi Long!
Get Yours Now!

81 x 108

SAVE YOUR DRESSES.
JUST IMAGINE FINDING AN
ITEM LIKE THIS! ACT NOW!
CLOSE CHENILLE IN PIN POINT
DESIGN IN ALL NEW COLORS!

PIN POINT

$1.77
.37c
Matching Hand Towels
Matching Wash Cloths 2/28c

Phone 2819

N. Harrison St.

money

Check These Prices!

, "NATION-WIDE" SHEETS

42 x 36 Matching Cases

White
Here it is .. . everything you expect in a
sheets,
Goode event . . . mountains of snowy-white
miles of
towels and blankets stacked shoulder high,
Penney's
thrifty
puts
that
PLUS
big
fabrncs, and a
you
way out in front: nosediving prices that buy
more for your money!

SUPER-SMOOTH

"PENCO SHEETS

CHENILLE
SPREADS
With 4" Fringe
Breathtaking, Rainbow colors
used by decorating in
"Dream Homes"

Bread & Butter Prices

105" Long
Plenty Of
"Sweep"

Eat% Fine
Extra Durable
81 x 99
72 x 188
81 x 108

$2.17

Matching Cases . .

43c
Carnival Stripes!
Gumdrop Solids

Heavy 20" x

TERRY BATH
TOWELS
BY CONNON

Matching Hand Towels ...25c
Matching Wash Cloths 2/25c

New - Fine
and now on, this
for now
wonderfully versatile suit and matching
topper. All together, it will keep you
worm while spring is still new ...
separately, the suit will meet most
any occasion, the topper will mix '
with everything else you owni The
fabric is 100% worsted sheen
gabardine in bright or basic colors.
Misses' sizes 10 to 18.

DRAPERY
FABRICS

Permanent Finished
Ruffles 8" Wide
Double Window Size
WHITE
AND

FIRST TIME
IN PRINCETON
Genuine Bates

Geo. Washington
Just in time for Spring
Sewing at Substantial BEDSPREADS
Savings. 36"

" CHOICE

200 MORE
CREPES, COTTONS, SPUN RAYONS, PRINTS, SOLIDS

NEW FOR SPRING
TRUST PENNEY'S TO PULL
ONE LIKE THIS!
Cash & Carry
Prieed
THESE FROCKS ARE NEW
FRESH AS SPRING. THEY'D
RE BUYS AT HALF THIS PRICE
MISSES AND HALF SIZES!
FOUR DOLLARS NEVER LOOKED SO BIG!

THE STORE THAT THRIFT BUILT
Princeton, Ky.

Thursday,....Jaf
21
i 2
(..12.
._,

ANCE.TONIEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Po9e Four
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SNAKE FOUND
An
Ites de Janeiro — (AP) —
has
61) million-yeet-old snake
San
been reported found near
in Rio
Jose ltaboral, small town
to the
de Janeiro state. A report
geological musern here says a
site
field party, digging in a
20
which has been explored for
Years, found fossil birds, lizards,
plants and a snake estimated to
belong to the tertiary age. The
type
snake is the first of that
found in Brasil, says the report.
ANCIENT

Calf Scours Can
Be Controlled By
Cattle Owners

Texan Is Boomed
For Welterweight
Crown By Fans

By James F Fowler
Frankfort --- Cattle owners can
Miami, Fla. — A young babyprevent heavy calf losses this
faced Texan with a trip-hammer
winter by following approved
punch is being boomed by Florifeeding and sanitation practices
da fight fans as the coming welto avoid calf scours in their
terweight champion of the world.
herds, the American Foundation
But 12-year old Bobby Dykes
for Animal Health advises.
is not demanding a crack at
A Foundation bulletin gave
Champion Sugar Ray Robinson—
these pointers on controlling
yet.
scours, which is rated as one of
Instead of the familiar "Lemthe nation's number one calfme at the champ, I'll murder
killers:
him," routine Dykes is quietly
"Remember that there are two
saying: "I'm not ready yet. He's
types of scours. One kind is due
too good for me. In a year, mayto digestive upsets, while the othbe, I'll be in his class. Give me a
er is contagious, and may sweep
year."
swiftly through the herd.
Loyal Dykes supporters, how"The non-infectious type usualever, contend it won't take a year
ly is brought on by overfeeding,
for this rangy, good-looking San
feeding from dirty utensils, irAntonio, Tex., welterweight to
regular feeding, sudden change of
beat Robinson.
feed, or chilling. In some caste,
They point to his record of 79
it is caused by the milk itself.
victories in 85 fights--37 of which
"At the first sign of trouble,
•
have been via kayos. They point
et'
owners should obtain a veterin- YOUTH STILL HICCUPPING AFTER 18 MA:sails; Jack O'Leary,
to his National Boxing Associaary diagnosis to determine which 24, thinks maybe he's set a record by hiccupping every second for 18
tion rating of 9th in his division, A HAPPY ENDING: Charles Kane, of Windsor, kneels in the snow
type of scours is present. As a months, but he's not happy about it. His weight has dropped from
although he has met no rated box- sobbing as he clutches his daughter, Noreen, 7, missing all night safety
measure, the scouring 120 to 80 pounds and he can't retain food for more than five minutes.
ers. And they point to his ability and the object of a wide search at Windsor, Ont. Kane found her as
calves' rations should be cut in His mother, Mrs. Margaret O'Leary, pictured with him at Glendale,
to box, punch hard and out-smart she passed by, going to church with friends. She had spent the
half, until a course of treatment Calif., says "it's a race between stopping the hiccups and slow
night at the home of a neighbor. (AP Wirephoto)
his opponents.
starvation." (AP Wirephoto)
is worked out.
Dykes' style is unusual, at least. wildcat.
RELATIONSHIP PROBLEM
"Infectious, or white scours is
He plods to the ring in a listless
WEATHER PROPHET
Khartoum — (AP)
Former much more dangerous than the Better Bluegrass
Florida fans like his sportsmanattitude of unconcern. He clamSan Pedro, Calif. — (AP) -Secretary of State George Mar- type caused by digestive upsets.
put
to
ability
his
They
like
ship.
Seed In Jessamine
bers into the ring and flops down
shall isn't related to Dr. A. H. T he healthy calves should be
the seal is acquiring a repSunny
on the nearest stool as though on a good show but at the same Marshall, city treasurer of CovSeveral farmers in Jessamine
isolated immediately from the
utation as a weather prophet
he had just completed 20 miles of time substantially lick his oppon- entry, England.
sick ones. Quarters which have county are working to improve
harbor workmen° here.
roadwork and displays about as ent by out-boxing, out-punching
Civil Secretary Sir James Rob- housed sick animals should be their bluegrass seed production, among
much animation as a deflated and out-smarting.
ertson had to explain that to the scrubbed out with a lye solution, according to County Agent C. C. He's a reliable sun and smog debasketball.
Once he whispered to his ob- Sudan Legislative Assembly the and the litter should be burned."
tector.
Rout. Due to overgrazing. lack
When the bell rings he ambles viously beaten opponent during other day. The Assembly was
On foggy days harbormen keep
toward the center of the ring as a clinch to get out of the fight studying a plan for government
of fertility and insect injury, both
!TANKER RACE STARTED
an eye on Sunny. When the
though the journey was sapping before he was hurt badly. The reform prepared by
quality
volume
been
the British
and
have
sleek, semi-tame beast pops out
New York — (AP) — Leading
his last ounce of energy.
opponent took his advice and Marshall,
maritime nations are racing to reduced materially, he explained. of the water to his favorite PilBut once a blow has been struck dropped to his knee for the count.
A rumor had started among the turn out the biggest
tanker, acJ. D. Weil stripped 3,000 bush- ing, they know that the sun is
he becomes as listless as a young Spectators contended the fight assemblymen that if
they approv- cording to the
American Mer- els of quality bluegrass seed about to break through. He used the Coventry city treasurer's chant Marine
Institute( Prior to from approximately 200 acres af- ually anticipates it by half an
plan, the Sudan would get U. S. the war, the
French had the ter 150 pounds of airunonium hour.
Marshall aid.
largest, the Sheherazade. At 18 - nitrate per acre were broadcast
But II eye-smarting smog is in
should have been stopped earlier 000 deadweight tons, she was con- in late March, and two pounds of the air, Sunny refuses to leave
sidered mammoth, but today this DDT an acre were applied around the water, even for the lure of a
by the referee.
His training routine is simple. size is only average. However, May 10 for control of insects de- sun bath. He just swims around,
snapping up choice morsels his
Two hours of roadwork and an building in a French yard are a stroying the seed.
William S. Dale treated 35 acres human friends toss to him.
hour or two in the gym daily. Eat pair 9,f new giants of 31,285 tons
plenty of nourishing foods and which will again place France at of bluegrass with ammonium nitrate and DDT, 10 acres with ni- WHY BURN BRUSH?
avoid a lot of fried foods. He the lead in the race.
Liberia presently boasts the trate only, and another 10 acres
Davis, Calif. — (AP) — Worthtakes an occasional cocktail and
smokes on e cigar a day, but largest tankers afloat — 30,000 with DDT. Although the seed less brushland ought to be burntons. But by mid-1950 the United was not weighed, he estimated the ed over this state -for a number
doesn't inhale.
"I'm best of all at resting," he States will take the lead tempor- yield from the 35-acre field was of reasons, says Dr. George H.
frankly admits. "In fact I'm bet- arily with a trio of 30,350-ton three times that of a field which Hart, of the College of Agriculter at restin' than any man I giants to join several 28,000-ton- had received no treatment. The ture here. California's growing
know." This is to save strength, ners in active service. Panama field treated with ammonium ni- population makes it necessary to
and Honduras have 28,000-ton trate improved both seed pro- use more land, he says, and livehe contends.
Dykes, recently married to a tankers. Vessels of 40,000 tons duction and grhzing quality of stock feed increases after burnpretty airlines stewardess here, are now in the drafting stage.
the pasture after the seed Was ing brush whether the land is
began his pugilistic career when
harvested.
seeded or not.
The Waghi Valley is a mile-high
he was 17 years old in Texas.
"I got $35 for the fight and plateau in New Guinea.
Charter No 3064
Reserve District No 8
was nearly crowned by one of
the spectators," he recalls. "One
of the fans heaved a half-filled
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
bottle of whiskey at me when
they gave the decision. It missed.
Now -he gets about $2,500 per
fight.
Admission - - "What do I want out of life?
OF PRINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTU(KY, AT THE
Some money, a crack at the title
Students 25c
Adults 40c —eventually, and then get out
CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON DECEMBER 31, 1949.
of
PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER
the fight game.
OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211,
"I want some kids," he grinU. S. REVISED STATUTES
ned. "Several," he added a few
This is a rollicking mystery comedy, and we
minutes later. And to set him
apart from the fight crowd, he
cordially invite both young and old . . .
blushed. Raiest, he blushed.
ASSETS

A ORIALLJBLUtt..LARt..,
•MIDeratur, 111. — (ap)
time in the wee hours a ,
got into a place of buainoi.
must have been a little hi
He had to stand on a chair •
reach the top of a vending
chine. His lyut was on the
side, too. Just $1. The name
the establishment is the „
Inn.
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that has been n synonym for
highest quality for generations.
You are assured of their
dependability ... of the fine work
they'll do for you. You rank such
items along with your favorite
gun, or rod and reel, or your pet
pocket knife in your list of personal
belongings. Those are the brands
you'll always find at your friendly,
independent hardware store.
Always go there FIRST for what is
FOREMOST in tools and cutlery.

CAPITAL ACCONTS
25, Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $75,000.00,
26. Surplus
27. Undivided praits
28, Reserves
29.
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

OVER
MODELS!
175

!
NEW

30.

SERIES F I EXPRESS

snits E-I STARE
IN,Va. CCU ,

06:144

,6•10vigor

Ddr

6.—

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships,
and
corporations
2 588,247.08
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
405,245.45
Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
54,317.60
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
273,327.33
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's
checks, etc
13,359.91
19.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$3,334,497.37
Other Liabilities
s
4,789.40
SIMIG111111•111111M
24.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
3,339,288.77
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Added Enjoyment!
TECHNICOLOR CARTOON-- —
nitteAfficievr

TV ES. & WED. —
Jan. 17-18
GUNFIGIITEji
against
GUNFIGHTjR...

!

THUR. & FRI.
Jan. 19-20
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bRINUE NOWITURE

for Ike right
to Night
WITHIN
THE
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In compli

the tax

3,590,272.54

475,000.00

MEND GWYN
DONALD CRISP

Correct—Attest:
CHAS. RATLIFF
SAM KOLTINSKY
G. G. HARRALSOI4, Directors
Sworn to and subscribed beforhe this 9th
day of January, 1950.
HELEN W. JONU, Notary Public.
My
'
Commission expires Jtily 14, 1953.

ARMERS Through

••1Ik

spot WENDIU. COREY
Plus!
M-G-M FEATURETTE
MOVIETONE NEWS

State of Kentucky, County of Caldwell, as:
I, Henry Sevison, President of the above-named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
HENRY SEVISON, President.

HMIS Ulna 14 Ste IOU
HUN Meet AIN Si. ALVA

RANDOLP
H
MOTORS
Phone 2028

Mewl rosieboile* SOON

AND

Offer
cREAP MONEY TO

made oa good fa
I. le 33 years at 4%
naortized payme

75,000.00
75,000.00
25,985.77
75,000.00
250,985.77
AC2ansossme.

MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure
liabilities and
for other purposes

SERIES I-3 PARCEL DELNEW
LIMI lbs. SAM.

F tssilf I

TOTAL LIABILITIES
COUNTS

common pra

crollakty

Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection....8 823,858.89
United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
1,200,500.00
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
512,940.95
Other bonds, notes, and debentures
33,000.00
Corporate stocks 'k including $4,500.00 stock of Federal Reserve Bank)
4,500.00
Loans and discounts (inelteding $806.43 overdrafts)
1,015,38842
Bank premises-owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures
$1.00
2.00
Other assets
102.08
TOTAL ASSETS
3,590,272 54
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Powdered Milk
Used In Harlan

arm News

In Harlan county where there
always has been a shortage of
fresh milk, housewives are using
consliderable amounts of pdwdared milk, said Mrs. Rosie Per.
sins, home demonstration agent
During a recent 62-day-old strike,
when some families were !fruited
to half-rations, mothers bought
this form of milk for the first
time. Equal to fresh milk in
food value, it costs at the rale
of seven cents a quart. At nn
time has the use of fresh milk
been discouraged, said Mrs, Perkins.
A leaflet from Washington,
"How to Use Whole and Nonfat
Dry Milk," may be had by writing the Experiment Station, University of Kentucky, Lexington.

• Teases for tobacco were
a number of growers in
county for the first time
1 of 11,000 tons of time.
as spread in Livingston
'st Year.
. Burks of Barren counthat a silo filled with
re of corn and cane is a
• aid in lowering costs of
siuction.
-six 4-H club . boys in
county are raising chickyear, most of them starts of 100 chicks.
makers in Rowan county
t a goal of 500 as the
of rural mail boxes ta
ed and stenciled this year.
umbers are gradually inin Caldwell county,
eing about 2,500 head of
stock.
Smithfield 4-H Club in
ounty bought two sewing
from funds made at
Imunity fair.
Gamaliel Homemakers
Monroe county donated
s to the local school lind bought a new largeion a ry.
e of electric lights in
stripping rooms has berather common practice
jog county.
rank Brumfield of Penunty raised 1,200 choicebroad - breasted bronze

By William Anderson
and J. Joos ,
, Lizaia (Belgian Congo) — A
mangled body, with the heart cut
out of it and claw marks of a
leopard imprinted in the surrounding ground, means one thing
to Belgian Congo police: The
leopardmen have struck again.
This little known secret society operating in Central Africa
claims dozens of such victims
each year. And work as hard as
they will, the police cannot do
much about it. The leopardmen
seldom leave a witness to testify
to their deeds.
The Gulf Intercostal Waterway
The reason for the killings is
has been completed for 1,308
generally though to be a ritual of
miles from Appalachicola, Florinature, in which the human
da to the Rio Grande.
heart plays a par.t Victims are
the ball and the stadium lights evidently chosen haphazardly as
BUCKEYES WIN ON FIELD GOAL: With Dick Widdoes holding
leg to send Ohio State's
was the case of Kungho Antoine,
already turned on in the semi-darkness, End Jim Hague (left) swings his
a Rose Bowl victory over a young fisherman of the the
gals-le-winning field goal (arrow) on its way toward three points and
less
and
down
fourth
with
line
California last week at Pasadena, Calif. The kick, from the 18-yard
village of Yembogo near Libenge.
California Bears Frank Humthan two minutes to go, gave Ohio State a 17 to 14 win. Charging
He and his friend Kizima Jean
o)
(AP Wirephot
for
were walking along the road cutpert and Herb Schmalenberger (center) almost blocked the kick.
ting the dense forest between
turkeys this year, selling many
Yumpi and Yumbongo in Novemas • GOOD QUALITY
STRIKE AT MEXICO CITY: A taxi driver fights back
at a premium price.
ber. It was pitch dark. A thun- TAXI
taxi drivers at Mexico City,
striking
of
meeting
a
out
clear
police
memclub
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
Boyle county 4-H
derstorm threatened. Lightning
Mexico. Driver is . bleeding from temple and clutching bloody
bers in baby beef projects made a
alone flashed from time to time
handkerchief. Two drivers were killed during how-long battle. *GOOD VALUE
total of $603 last year in state and
to lighten their way.
(AP
Wirephoto)
villages,
county prizes.
the
between
Halfway
• IN GOOD TASTE
A. V. Piercy of Clinton county
"If two teeth are filled, one a man suddenly leapt from the BUILDS OWN ORGAN
L. Blakeslee
Alton
By
repaired ahd
he
years
two
For
!
huge
who had "a prolific stand" of
a
silng
undergrowth brandishi
New York — Your teeth can with gold iind the other with
Salt Lake City — (AP) — A assembled 2,000 pipes, thousands
wild onions prior to seeding fesleopard
a fair electric wallop. Two ver amaglam, these fillings are in bush knife and wearing a
pack
sailor dreamed while of electrical wires, 87 stops, 154
patient
to
difficult
cue, states it is now
at their skin. Kizima went down immedican generate a current of contact with the saliva
during the war of keys and other parts. Now he has
teeth
ship
aboard
find a single plant.
with the ately from a knife-blow. His
ZEAL LAND BANS
half a volt or more, if they have exposed surfaces, and
owning a pipe organ. The ex-Navy an instrument valued at many
In 1947 there were eight farm
down
was
and
surfaces
aid,
his
to
the
d
at
went
friend
bone-flui
different kinds of metal in them
man knew nothing of organ con- thousands of dollars — and he's
LOANS
tractors in Harlan county; now
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 32E4
attacked by a second man who struction and never studied music.
as fillings. When they meet, you in the teeth..
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through
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When the home ef Mr. and
dipping, a copper wire and an
quickly allays the cough
Phone 3698
human. beings had commit- the way it to
have your money back.
iron wire into a glass of salt Mrs. Willie Cornett of Clay that
or you are
howanimal,
No
water, and holding the two up- county was wired for electricity ted the murder.
can fold a pair of
Princeton, Ky.
per ends of the wires together. two years ago, no one in the fam- ever crafty,
for Coughs.ChestColds,Bronchitis
Current flows through the wires, ily was more interested than 16- trousers.
water,
and through the salt
year-old Betty Sue. As a result,
which is an electrolyte.
she learned to repair extension
The saliva in the mouth and cords, wire an old kerosene lamp
the fluid in the jawbone also can for electricity, make a bed lamp,
act as electrolytes and conduct build a chicken brooder by runDial 2063
an electric current.
ning an extension cord through
a large wash tub, make an egg
candler of a box and extension
light cord, put ends on extension
cords to connect Christmas lights
in groups, and after making a
stage for a puppet show, she
lighted it.
Betty Sue learned to use electric equipment, too, demonstrating the use of an electric range,
iron, coffee maker and other
ENGINEERS, TRAFFIC EXPERTS,
equipment to her 4-H club. The
STYLISTS enthuse over the rugIroner, waffle iron, electric mixgedness, handling emir., luxury and
er and washing machine are othbeauty of this year's new Dodge.
er pieces she uses in her home.
student
Now a home economics
at the University of Kentucky,
Betty Sue was awarded a trip to
Chicago to attend the National
4-H Club Congress because of her
use of better methods in an electric contest.
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Homemakers Clubs
Help Women Save
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9,20
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MIRE!

January 15, 1950
In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentucky,
the tax books will be open for inspection by taxpayers of Caldwell County.

Belonging to a homemakers
club is often a means of saving
money, according to members of
that organization in Kenton county. Four hundred and sixty-four
women estimated they saved almost $9,000 last year when they
made 2 258 garments and remodeled 2,078. They estimated the
value of foods canned at $24,201
and of frozen foods at about half
that amount.
During the past year, the
homemakers under the supervision of Miss Zelma Byerly. home
agent, slipcovered 234 chairs and
made 289 pairs of draperies, 276
lamp shades and 93 hooked or
braided rugs. Thirty-six kitchens
were remodeled for convenience,
and 176 storage places were
added.

They can be seen at my office in the

Courthoyse until

FEBRUARY 1, 1950
Mrs.S. J. Larkins

nd dollars more and
You could pay a thousa
•
not get all the new beauty ... extra roomn ...
famous ruggedness of this great new Dodge
Immo:, you get the head room.
leg room, hip coons so you can
sit naturally, ride in complete
comfort all day long.
On the ontside, Dodge compact
design gives you the edge in parking, in busy tt:affic.
Out front. a sleek new grille
enhances Dodge well-bred beauty.

While in the our. a huge new picture window allows safer vision—
gives a wonderful feeling of interior spaciousness.
Drive the new Dodge. Feel the
surging power of the big highcompression "Get-away" Engine—
t he amazing smoothness of Dodge
Fluid Drive. Come in today!

VALUE
to Dodge roominess,
Senii. ore "knee-level" for comfort.
Plenty of head and hat room, elbow
and leg room tool

YOU'LL THRILL

to the velvot ssa•oth
net, of g5r0l Fluid Drive. N.-shift
on Coronet
optional
Cyro•Matir
models at moderate extra east.

YOU'LL THRILL

New Bigger Valve
We handle insurance
problems every day
and we are In a position to tell you exactly what Fire Insurance
protection you need.
Seek our advice freely without obligation
to buy.

Come In for a "MAGIC MILE"
Demonstration Ride

GYRO-MATIC

Ask any Dodge dealer for s"Maxie
Mile" demonstration ride. Prove
for yourself how much more Dodge
gives lot your money In sound
engineering and dependability.

ale
Lowest-priced automatic transmission to
fr•• you front *tithing. available en
Coronet models at moderate •Ntra cost

Jost a few dollars more than th• lowest-pric•al ears!

NOW ON DISPLAY . .. SEE IT TODAY

MARK CUNNINGHAM
COMPUTE leSoRMICI SIMILE
Minor Mow Se ' •

S. JEFFERSON

PHONE 3075

•, ,

to•

Thu:=_January 12,
'#PR4 TON

Pope Six

pogo to whoever answer* the phone NUT 2 Please call No. 2141 and give Itsrhe /or this
ttf the news.

Miss Suzanne Olander
Is Wed To David Grimes
Miss Suzanne Elizabeth Olander, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Milton Olander, Sylvania, 0., became the bride of David C.
Grimes, Oxnard,.Calif., son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Grimes of Oxnard, in a ceremony performed
1 Friday, Dec. 30, at 4:30 p. tn., in
f the First Congregational Church,
,. Toledo, 0. Dr. Sidney Lovett,
Yale University, as. Chaplain of
i_sisted by the Rev. Louis E. Higgins, Sylvania, 0., officiated before the altar, which was banked
with Christmas greens. Dale
Richards, organist, played t h e
music.
. lite bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a gown of
'-pure white satin, an Alberta
land model, made with a fitted
. bodice, having a picture frame
neckline, an Alencon lace bertha,
and long sleeves extending aver
th hands. The circular redingote
A.skirt ended in a train, and her
.• veil of French illusion was fastened to a coronet beaded with pearls
and sequins.
Miss--Nancy Nussbaumer, Buf;
.4'416, 4. Y., a roommate of the
_it:bride at Smith College, was maid
of honor, and Mrs. George Sinclair Wade was matron of honor.
The bridesmaids were Miss
/ Joan Landers, Sylvania, 0., Miss
t Paula Secor, Perrysburg, 0., Miss
,Barbara Beck, Toledo, 0., Miss
,i Natalie Stalk, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.,
-and Miss Helen Dodds, Champagne, Ill.

,t

r
4

George Grimes, Jr., Lee Grimes
and TL'amas Grimes, Oxeftrd;
Milton M. Olander, Jr., Sylvania,
0., brother of the bride; John E.
Caulkins, Grosse Point, Mich.;
Richard E. Jenkins, Huntington
Park, Calif.; William J. Clark,
New York City; George Cook in,
Baltimore, Md.; Howard S. Weaver, Fredonia, N. Y., and Ludlow
Ashley, Toledo, 0.'

Reception At Commodore
A reception was held at the
Commodore Perry, following the
ceremony, where Christmas trees
formed a background for the receiving line, and large Christmas
wreaths decorated the walls.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Colander chose a floor'
length gown of navy crepe and
latde with a small navy hat of
nylon net. Her corsage was of
pink camelias.
Mrs. Grimes, mother of the
bridegroom, wore a floor length
model of teal blue lace, with
matching accessories and a lavendar orchid corsage.
In the evening Mr. Grimes and
his bride left for the east, and on
Jan. 6 they sailed on the S. S.
Media for England.
The bride chose for traveling,
a toast-colored jersey dress, hat
of matching shade, an otter coat,
with a corsage of gardenias.
The bride, a provisional member of the Toledo Junior League,
is a graduate of Smith College,
class of '49.
Mr. Grimes h a s an Andrew
Mellon Fellowship to Clare College, Cambridge, and expects to
be graduated next June. He was
graduated in 1948 from Yale University, where he was a member
of St. Elmo, Aurellian Society
and Skull and Bones.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Shell R. Smith, EddYville Road. Her mother is the
former Mary Sue Smith.

to expedite handling

B&PW Club Hear
State Nutritionist
At Regular Meeting
Mrs. Arney Rawls, clerk

for
Caldwell County Health Department, was leader in charge of
the program of the Business and
Professional Women's Club Monday night, Jan. 9, in the dining
room of the First Christian
Church.
Mrs. Rawls presented Miss
Catherine Adams, nutrionlst for
the State Health Department,
Louisville, who laid out a pattern for healthy living through
* oods we eat in her address, enf
titled, "Design Your Pattern For
Living."
Miss Elizabeth Gray, president
of the Club, and Mrs. Ethel
French made the secretary's report. Plans were made for the
birthday banquet in February,
which will be under the supervision of Miss Robert Lee Beck
and her committee.
Guests included Mrs. Louise
Overbeek, Canada; Miss Catherine Adams, Louisville; Eleanor
Ann Jones and Mary Leta Hamby; Mrs. Grace Haydon and
Miss Melville Young.
Miss Young was accepted into
the club's membership.

Mrs. Humphrey To
Be Hostess For WSCS
The January meeting of t h e
WSCS Circle No. 2 of Ogden
Methodist Church will be held
Monday, January 16, at 7:30 p.m.,
at the home of Mrs. M. E. Humphrey, West Main street. Theme
for the month is "The Whole of
Love Is My Answer." Mrs. May,.
tie Jones will lead the program.

imam/2,

milk* PillNaill6N, KENTUCKY

haNCETON 45, 1,TON co
Kutlawa
Butler
Tigers of Princeton edged out
Lyon county high *Abet
45-EC here Tuesday night
Fran
The game was closely can
Sidney Baer (D., Lonisville) said
bill is being drawn to. - throughout with the lead c
Tuesday
hands several times
repeal the Day Law. Baer said Mg
was ahead 24-27 late
he does not know who will in- county
the third period but Pr
troduce It.
over 311-30 at the eaa
The repealer would permit at- took
tendance of both whites and the period and held a lead
way.
Negroes in all private and public rest of the
Score by quarters:
schools expect where equal facil10 24 30
ities are offered. Recent court de- Princeton
8 20 30
cisions held the present law does Lyon County
Lineups:
not apply to 'nubile institutions of
higher learning if no correspondPrinceton (45
ing educational facilities were afForwards: William,
forded to Negroes.
rett 16, Ortt 4.
Proponents of the measure say
that its enactment would mean
that both races would attend the Gospel Quartet To
same public elementary and high
Sing At Local Church
schools, only if no similar ednThe All-American quartet
available
was
institution
cational
Radio Station WMIX, Mt.
to Negroes.
non, Ill., will give a gospel
program at Ogden M
FLATROCK 4-H CLUB
Church Sunday, Jan. 15, g
County Agent R. A. Mabry p. rn. The public is cordially
•
distributed project books to mem- vited.
present floral offerings bers of the Flatrock 4-H Club
FLOWERS TO THE LEADER: Moscow children, termed "young pioneers"
birthday at the Bolshoi when that club met January 4.
leader's
Russian
the
of
TO CONDUCT SERVICE
celebration
tcs.Premier Joseph Stalin during a massive
Flatrock 4-H members decided
Wirephoto)
(AP
month.
The Rev. J. T. Cunningham
Theater. Stalin observed his 70th anniversary last
to give some money toward send- conduct services at 11 a in.
girl to
FREDONIA 61, CHARLESTON 39 ing one 4-H boy and one
day at Cedar Bluff Ba
Rev. Loperfeido To
to live with a farm fami- Church, it is announced
CYF To Present
Fredonia — The Fredonia Yel- Europe
months
three
of
period
for a
Preach Here Sunday
Council Program
low Jackets romped over the ly
1950.
Rev. Floyd Loperfeido, Univer- highly -regarded Charleston high during the summer of
FLORIDA
Nxt Monday Night
be February GO TO
will
meeting
Next
will
Columbia,
Missouri,
Tuesday
of
sity
school cagers 61-39 here
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Purdy
m.
The Young People cff the First preach at Central Presbyterian
p
1:00
at
1,
night.
little daughter, Suzanne,
Christian Church will give the Church, Sunday, Jan. 15, it is anleave this week-end for Hat
Arnold Wigginton, Fredonia
program for the Woman's Coun- nounced. The public is cordially'
Balder was the ancient Scandi- Fla,. for a two weeks' st.o.,
racked up 19 points to
guard,
cil Monday night, Jan. 16, at 7 invited.
*
god.
• lead his team. D. Laffon, with 10, navian light
o'clock in the church basement.
attack.
Charleston
the
paced
reand
relationships
Japan, its
Vivian Clare Moore.
Score by quarters:
sponsibilities, will be discussed.
National Youth Week will be
17 33 50 61
Taking part on the program observed January 29 to February Fredonia
11 22 -31 39
will be Norma Sue Cartwright, 5, at which time the youth of Charleston
DISTRIIUTION BY ACTIVITY
Lineups:
Dorla Dean Stallins, Wilma Princeton will enjoy a full week
FISCAL YEAR 1950.1951
together.
fellowship
of
Ann
Winters,
Ann
Chloe
Prince,
Fredonia (61)
Sunday
each
meets
CYF
The
Cravens,
Lee. Darnell, Mickey
Forwards: Akridge 14, Rogers
Jane Stallings, Brenda Filer, at 5:45 p. m. All young people 6, Walker 3.
Joyce Jarvis, Janet French and are invited.
Center: Vinson 11.
Guards: Riley 3, Wigginton 19.

End ,Of Day Law On
White Schaal To
Be proposed Iiiisreeentative

cA
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For Greater Savings
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SOCKS
5 Prs. For
$1.00
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nOVERNOR'S BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS

Charleston (39)
Forwards: M. Lynn .8, R. LafWear Identical Gowns
fon 5, C. Sisk 6.
The attendants were dressed
Center: Harper 6.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton to her room with a severe cold.
alike in 'red velveteen gowns,
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice,
Guards J. Sisk 2, Prince 2, D.
and son, David, returned from
made with hooped skirts and
Detroit Tuesday where they spent 'Mrs. J. M. McCormick, Dick 'Laffon 10.
:.-'white lace in the bodices. They
a week during the holidays with Rice, Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Colentan
'A all carried colonial bouquets of
4 variegated holly, gilded pine
Wig- were Friday night -dinner guests
,t
'Mrs. Ida Brelsford, S. Jeffer- their children; Miss Helen
fam- of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young.
and
Wigginton
Gus
ginton,
cpnes and violets. They wore
New
guests
her
son street, had as
Billy Sam Young entertained
famwreaths of holly in their. hair.
Year's day Mr. and Mrs. Homer ily and Dick Wigginton and
at.the home of his parents SatMr. Grimes was 13,nt man for
Brelsford and Mr. and Mrs. John ily.
. 7 his son, and ushers were three
Mrs. Lizzie Lewis spent Sun- urday night. Present were Misses To Rent, Buy or Lease
W. Brelsford and children, all
brothers of t h e bridegroom,
day with her daughter, Mrs. Clif- Ann Quisenberry, Stallings, Sara
of Memphis.
MODERN HOUSE
Mr. Rowland, Richey, Ken Barrett, and Tommy
Mr. and Mrs. Willett Orange ton Rowland, and
Shoulders,
Princeton.
of
all
. Mullen - Marquess '
Simpkins- Holloman
and daughter, Ann, a Cleveland, in Princeton.
in Princeton
Mr. Jim Bay has been confinThe Rev. and Mrs. W. M. MutMr. L. 0. Simpkins, Mexico,
Mr. C. A. Walker, who is a pa0., spent several days last week
ed
his
to
the
', Jen of Sebring, Florida, announce announces the engagement of his
room
two
past
Hospital,
Baptist
Welborn
with Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols tient in
6 rooms or larger
'the marriage of their dauptiter, daughter, Mary Mice, to Mr.
weeks due to illness.
and Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange, Evansville, is reported to be doLee
Mrs.
Dorene, to Perkins Marquess, son John R. Holloman, of Fredonia.
Ida
BuiltiovVandrs.
Will
Pay up to $100 a MOnth
ing nicely. He underwent surN. Harrison arteet.
of Mrs Kathleen Marquess of No date has been set for the
Hollornan have returned home
rent.
Friday.
there
gery
Mr. and Mrs. Latta Smith,
after spending the holidays in
Hopkinsville, and A. R. (Pete) wedding.
DIAL 3274
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jen- Marion.
Sturgis, and Mrs. W. B. Sparks,
Marquess of Murray.
Morganifeld, were guests of Mr. nings have returned to their
The ceremony took place at the
Mrs. Akin Hostess
and Mrs. James L. Hayes, Hop- home .in Frankfort, after being
home of the bride's paren. in
kinsville Road, during the holi- called here by the. illness and
'Sebring on December 10, with To Local Sorority
death of her father, Cyrus W.
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority days.
:ihe Rev. Mullen officiating. The
Moore.
.matron of honor was Mrs. Eloise met Tuesday night, Jan. 3, at 7:30
Miss Joyce Blum, of Sterling.
Mrs. Allie Bugg has been quite
oossett, sisetr of the bride, and p. m., at the home of Mts. John Ill., and a student at University
at her home here.
Akin, Highland Avenue.
It. G. Wagner was best man.
of Miami, visited Mr. E. R. Wil- ill
Mrs. Carrie Ordway is able to
The business session was in son and son, Mr. Everett Wilson,
Others present for the cereup in her room after having
,inony were Mrs. Eloise Mullen, charge of Mrs. Glenn Bright.
N. Jefferson street, during the be
suffered a severe attack of influmother of the bride, Mrs. R. L.
Refreshments were served to holidays.
'Lisenby, grandmother of the Mesdames Sam Koltinsky, Jr., JCadets Jackie and Larry Ped- enza.
J. E. Hillyard attended church
Frederick McConnell, Glenn ley left last Thursday for Venice,
'bride, and Mrs. R. G. Wagner.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Marquess Bright, Shelby Pool, Jimmy Mil- Fla., where they are attending services in Princetotr• - Sunday
night.
are instructors at Vero Beach ler, C. W. Scott, Billy Robinson,
Military Institute.
Rev. Ray Wigginton started a
igigh School, Vero Beach, Fla. Robert Williamson, Charles Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Glover series of revival services in MarAll Winter
OUTING
They are making their home in Jones; and Misses Joan Berry
and son, James Redd, of Hop- ion Monday night at the New
ethe Orange Apartments of that and Margaret Ann Cartwright.
kinsville, are spending this week Cumberland Presbyterian church
29c yd.
HATS
with his mother, Mrs. Clint which has recently been comMr. Marquess was assistant
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife SerS.
Glover,
Jefferson
street.
pleted.
oottall coach at Butler High vice says moose are increasing in
36" WideJd
$1.98
The Fredonia Valley Homemak• Mesdames Charles Ratliff,
-School last year.
this country.
at
W.
met
Mrs.
the home of
Rumsey Taylor, F. T. Linton and ers
W. M. Rice spent last Thursday M. Young for their regular
monthly meeting Tuesday after%
^tr.
in Hopkinsville.
BLEACHED
ladies' Sweaters
Mesdames W. M. Rice, F. T. noon.
Traffic and unnecessary shopDOMESTIC
Linton. Charles Ratliff and Rumping.
slowed
\t
All Cotton
,
I.-. —AIs9
Best Ouaiity
up d'bringlhe
.
1.60
:<
.04va
Group '
$1.49
iss
Mekiihnuein,iistajE the isealon't. visit oft." '444
3 Yds. -p
at. brown ,
t ned home from Kalamazoo, VV1fiter",--bitt in spilk'of lhe •'d isMich., where she spent the holi- agreeable situation we were well
iiewarded Saturday morning
days with friends.
Outing
Mr. and Mrs. Willett Orange when the sun came out transformCORDUROY
are vacationing in Orlando, Fla. ing the gloom of the past few
GOWNS
Their little daughter, Ann, is vis- days into a "Winter Wonder$1.00 Yd.
iting Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Orange land." Several in our town re$1.69 and $1.98
and Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols. membered the birds and were
Mrs. Sally B. Lamb has return- web! compensated by this act
1.
7
ed home after spending ten days of kindness, by the droves of all
Alk
as the guest of her daughter, Mrs. different clagses who came to enSPECIAL
W. C. Moore and Mr. Moore, Pa- joy together the hospitality.
HOUSE DRESSES
en
Miss
Wigginton
Imogene
was
ducah.
the Sunday dinner guest of Mr.
WOOLENS
$1.49
and Mrs. Russell Yates and Mrs.
$1.49 Yd.
Leader Congratulates
Margaret Zurmuehlen.
Mr. and Mrs. Golda Rushing,
Miss Joan Butts has gone to
Dory Rigel Ismer
Fredonia, Route 1, on the birth Frankfort to make her home
seedle1 dm so idol
of a daughter, January 3, at with her father, Willis Butts, and
pier Seam Wise
All Wool
Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Butts, for the present time.
Boys/
shoe liwildsid assassy
*
•
*
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughes arPith io digit arms
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman H. Holt, rived Saturday from Gary, Ind..
sisil wended, yok.d
FLANNEL SHIRTS BLANKETS
Cobb, on the birth of a daugh- to make their home here.
beck So cooly lodged
Reg. price $7.95
ter, Jacquline Sue, at Princeton
ie sod dwdErid
Messrs. Don and A. C. Harris,
$1.49
Hospital.
topotiol Supenhoso
Now $5.49
Auburn, were the guests of Mr.
•
*
*
Geburlirta Loads
and Mrs. Leslie Bright WednesMr. and Mrs. Jessie Lee Ladd, day night.
Taltisisa ONT.
Nelms Navy
Cadiz, Route 2, on the birth of a
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
%dr Sim to to Hi
son, Jesaie Burnam, January 3, Jimmy Landes Wednesday night
Sale Continues
at Princeton Hospital.
SHEETS
were: Mr. and Mts. John F.
*
$5.00
*
*
on
Rice, Dick Rice, Mrs. J. M. McMr. and Mrs. Richard Franklin Cormick, Mr. and Mrs. V. E.
x
81
99
MUNSINGWEAR
Fralix, Fredonia, on the birth of Coleman.
a son, Jerry Wayne.
GOWNS &
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates and
*
*
*
son, Larry Wayne, were In HenPAJAMAS
2
1
/
$'1.65
Mr. and Mrs. Wickliffe Blick, derson Wednesday. '
Fredonia, Route 3, on the birth
J. B. Ray, Jr., Sturgis, visited
of a son, Jerry Allen, January 3. his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
m
Ray, Sr., Wednesday.
CHARM
Mr. and Mrs. James Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. John Cox, Mn.
Mlazins
Creasey, Star Route 5, on the C. A. Walker and Mrs. L. W.
birth of a son. James Garry, Guess visited Mr. C. A. Walker at
January 1.
Welborn Baptist hospital in Evansville. Sunday.
Let tea steep for five minutes
Mrs. C. W. Moore has moved to
before serving, and always make the home of her daughter, Mrs.
sure you pour the boiling water Tiller Sigler, and Mr. Sigler, in
over the tea. One teaspoonful of Marion where she expects to
tea for each cup served Is a good make her home.
rule.
Mrs. Lisle Rucker is confined
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80 Square
WASH

CLOTHS

PRINT
3 Yds. $1.00
Nylon
BRAS
$1.00

Sc each

One Group
BLOUSES
Reduced
$2.98

,
Children's
DRESSES
sizes 1-4
$1.00
Children's
DRESSES
sizes 6-12
$1.49

Solid Colors
WASH SILK
69c Yd.

Printed
WASH SILK
89c Yd.
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Funeral services to r Fred
Cruce, 70, who died Monday
at his home in Frances
wera.Keld at 1 p. ni. Tuesday at
Frances Presbyterian aturch with
the Rev. Spurlin Woodall in
charge.
Mr. Cruce had been engaged in
fluor spar mining most of hi.
life.
Survivors are his widow, Mrs.
Connie Cruce; five sons, Ewell and
Oliver Cruce both of Mexico,
Lyon Cruce, Tuscon, Ariz., Herbert Cruce, Ms.rion, and Houstcn
Cruce of Kuttawa; a daughter,
Mrs. Minnie B. Mayes, of Chandler, Ind.
Tucker-Franklin funeral home
at Marion was in charge of services.

r,„nli4

1, -Braves Field con.
should break a Beek
for scorecard sales
Practically every r
d a scorecard to find
•laying where.
ore deals are made
Boston Braves who
1941. season will be
e same positions on
y this year. They
Earl Togeson at first
ob Elliott at third.
de this
esale shifts
Seuths
Manager 131
11 the time lgu1st 20
when Connie Mack
HOGAN'S BACK, OTHER PROS WATCH: Three top golfers, whose prospects on golf's money trail
is great Philadelphia
are altered by the return of Ben Hogan to tournament play, weight their chances as they watch his
game at Los Angeles, calif., recently. They are: from left, Bob Hamilton, Cary Middlecoff and
etics had won three
on the sixth green Miring a practice round for the
erican League flags, Chuck Congdon, watching Bantam Ben putting
was badly injured in an automobile accident last
Hogan
6.
Jan
starting
Angeles
Open
Llos
$15,000
Among the great
He
a
(AP
shot
February.
67.
Wirephoto)
those teams were LetGeorge Earnshaw,
hrane, Mule Hass, Al
immy Foxx, Jimmie
e Walberg, Max Big(Doc) Cramer and

Blue Flasher Lights
Installed On Highway
Snow Removal Equipment

William F. Lamb
Funeral services for William
Francis Lamb, 67, who died at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. Dewey Veal, Dawson Road, December 30, were conducted at Morgan's Funeral Home January 1,
by the Rev. George W. Filer.
Born in 1882, Mr. Lamb was a
farmer. His wife preceded him
in death.
Other survivors are a daughter, Mrs. Herman Clayton, and a
son, Justice Lamb, Herrin, Ill.;
three sisters, Mrs. Wylie Rogers,
and Mrs. C. C. Dearing, both of
Princeton; Mrs. Cecil Allen, Herand a brother, Robert
rin,
Lamb, Herrin, Ill. Five grandchildren also survive.
Pallbearers were Dewey Veal,
Herman Clayton, Bob 'Lamb,
Justice Dearing and Jim Clayton.
Burial was in Lance Nichols
Cemetery, Caldwell county.

I S ' ' IAN GIRLS:
year-old Chicago general exporter and importer, points to picture
of one of four Egyptian dancing girls, which he said in Chicago, that
he had inherited from his late uncle, P. Z. Aristophron, who died in
Egypt in 1944. "I might bring them to Chicago to act as baby sitters, but I don't think my wife is keen on the idea of bringing them
here at all," Janus said. (AP Photo)

Frankfort --- Blue flasher
lights appearing on Kentucky
highways this winter will signal
the approach of tiflow removal
equipment operated by the State
Highway Department.
W. P. Ringo, Department traffic director, said all snow plows
and other snow removal equipment will be equipped with the
blue lights which have been
adopted by the majority of state
highway departments following
their approval by the American
Association of State Highway Officials.
"This is the first year blue
flasher lights have been used on
our approximately 200 pieces of
snow removal machinery," Ringo Said. "They are not to be confused with traffic lights. However,
motorists should drive with extra caution when snow equipment is approaching and give the
operator plenty of room. Some of
this machinery is equipped with
sharp blades which whirling
snow can hide."

million dollars for his stars his Grove and Walberg to the Bosox PARABLE OF TALENTS
Earley, England - (AP) team spent 14 straight years - for two players, Bob Kline and
Homemakers Schedule
1934 through 1947--in the second Babbitt Warstler, and $125,000. When Vicar Stanley Robinson
Jan. 12, 1:30 p. m., Cedar Bluff,
settled.
"Parable
Bishop, Naval Academy baseball tested Saint Matthew's
division.
Mrs. Stanley McGowan, hostess
3. Making a real effort to see
Jan. 12, 7:00 p. m., Lakewood,
In the fall of 1932 Mack unload- coach for the last 15 years, was of the Talents" on 15 parishioners
that young women teachers meet Mrs. Homer McCaslin, hostess.
ed Simmons, Dykes and Hass, re- a crack second baseman for 10 he found they had better busiJan. 13, 1:30 p. m., Eddyville
three sereligible young men in the comlieving the Chicago White Sox of years with the A's and Grove, in ness heads than the
road, Mrs. Chas. Hubbard, Mrs.
To raise
munity.
some $150,000 in the process. All nine years in Philly, won 195 vants in the Bible.
Drew Hubbard, hostesses.
a
4. Making cars - and perhaps
were popular in Philadelphia, games. In eight years in Boston church funds, he gave each
Jan. 13, 7:00 p. m., Lebanon,
shilling (14 cents) - just as the
Dykes as a third baseman spent
new
to
teachavailable
drivers
Mrs. Viagil Phelps, hostess.
his southpaw was good for 105 parable's hero gave one servant
15 seasons with the A's, Simmons,
By David Taylor Marke
ers to help them in errands, to
Jan. 17,'10.:00 a. m., Otter Pond,
another two, and a
who packed power in his drfves wins, just enough to give him five talents,
Here's how your community carry ,bundles and furnishings, Mrs. W. P. Crawford, hostess.
one.
third
League.
American
the
in
300
bucket,
the
in
even with one foot
Jan. 18, 1:30 p. m., Crider, Mrs.
can make its teaching jobs more and generally to provide easy,
In the parable, two servants
led the league in hitting with .381
You might ask what happened
Hugh Yates, hostess.
capital and the
attractive and give its school- quick transportation.
in 1930 and .390 in 1931. The to Jimmy Foxx and Doc Cramer. doubled their
Jan. 19, 1:30 p. m., Friendship,
back only the orig5. Giving teachers season tickdeal was supposed to help the They were in their prime when third brought
marms a greater sense of dignity
Mrs. Deamon Morris, hostess.
Vicar Robinson's
concert
and
symphony,
to
ets
White Sox but the best t he y Mack tore his great team apart. inal talent. But
and self-respect.
Jan. 19, 1:30 p. m., Dawson road,
faithful servants"
coubd do was finish third in Cramer, who hit .286 in 1932 but "good and
According to Dr. Chandos theatre programs. This especial- Mrs. Frank Sisk, hostess.
pounds eight shillings
11
in
turned
he
teachers.
new
to
applies
ly
and
1936.
played in only 92 games
Reid, assistant professor of eduand a penny.($31.93) on the 15people, so that each learns to feel
cation at Teachers College, Co- says.
After the A's were third in wasn't eligible for the batting
investment.
($2.10)
shilling
J. J. Askew
5. Giivng them a year's mem- at home with the other.
1933, Mack really went to town. crown won by Dale Alexander's
lumbia University, a side from
spent his
manager
bank
A
J. J. Askew, 88, a former Ken- raising salaries a community can bership in civic organizations - 8. Teacher substitutes should
Within one week in December .367, remained for three more
shilling on gasoline and charged tuckian, died at the family home
YM or YWCA's, golf clubs - be preivided so that every teachthat year, he stripped the team years after which he went to the
A tailor in Cape Girardeau, Mo., Friday make a teacher's life more pleaslifts.
for
friends
his
ant and the profession more at- thus greatly helping teacher er would have time to belong to
of Cochrane, Grove, Walberg, Bosox with Eric McNair for two
a
made
and
fastener
bought a zip
morale.
morning, Jan. 6, at 7:05 a. m.
tractive, by:
Bishop, Earnshaw and Rommel. players and cash. Kiss, whose
one active community organizapouch that sold for two pounds
Mr. Askew had been in ill
7. Local industry turning over tion.
1.
to
Inviting
teachers
Cochrane, a brilliant catcher for .356 in 1933 led the American
homes
shillings.
five
health for several months.
in the community as individuals a day to new teachers. A small
nine years with the A's, was sold League hitters, stayed with Con-9. Communities should reserve
Others made and No 1 d iron 'Born March 16, 1881, at Bardand not just as "Johnny's teach- group of teachers could be the places on the boards of civic orto the Detroit Tigers for $100,000 nie through 1935 then was sold
brisk little well,
up
built,
or
holders
Mr. Askew spent his early er."
personal guests of executives in ganizations for teacher represenand Catcher John Pasek. Rom- to the Bosox for $150,000 and
sidelines in, cigarettes, razor years in Kentucky and worked on
2. Helping them to find good each industry. They could be tatives.
mel, now an American League two players. The deals put the
flowers.
paperdahd
blades,
the railroad in this district sev- places to live. The community can taken through the plant, introumpire, was made coach at the Bosox in the first division but
age of 35 after 18 years as an not until 1938 did they finish as same players. After all, what's eral years. He left Kentucky about make housing and apartment duced to executives and office
Athletic hurler. Earnshaw, after high as second.
money today? Which brings to 1910. Mr. Askew visited Mr. and surveys for teachers, and give workers, entertained St a party
If Mr. Mack had his way again, mind the Braves. They are well Mrs. Lamb at their home on advance information before teach- and dinner. Women teachers
six years as an A hurler, went
to the White Sox for one player he might make the same deals fortified with the green stuff Dawson Road during the summer ers arrive. Established citizens might be given corsages. Thus
although today he could get well which is supplied by three sub- of 1948.
should introduce new teachers to citizens in business and industry Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
and $20,000.
Dial 3211
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the community and help get them will learn to know teachers as
But th'e big deal was Bishop, over a million dollars for the way contractors, Lou Perini,
Guido Rugo and Joseph Maneg, Zora Askew; three sons, Joe, St.
around Louis; WilliaM J., Sr., Murphysaffectionately • known
Boston as the Three Steam boro, Ill.; and Kenneth, Cape Girardeau; three daughters, Mrs.
Stovels.
The Braves didn't want money. Opal Freeman, St. Louis, Mo.,
Their purpose was to rid the Mrs. Helen Allen, Rockford, Ill.,
dissension-wracked club of play- And Mrs. Imogene Lamb, Princeers who, after winning the 1948 ton. Five grandchildren, two
National League pennant, could sisters and many other relatives
do no better than win a photo in Western Kentucky also surfinish for fourth place, and that vive.
Funeral services were held
on the final day of the season.
$39.75
The Boston difficulties began in Sunday, Jan. 8, at the First Bap$59.00 range
the spring with players breaking tist Church in Cape Girardeau,
$35.00
$49.75 range
training. One incident over- of which he was a member.
Venetian Coverts and
$25.00
$39.75 range
shadowed another until SouthFine Gabardines
worth, a sick man, left the team TRICKGUINEA PIG
$20-.00
$29.75 range
Chicago - (AP) - Dannie
,
$30.00
$39.75 range
in mid-August. To top this
reports say 11 of 19 players at a O'Day, a magician, can make his
$25.00
$35.00
range
clubhouse meeting voted South- guinea pig vanish by simply saysomething.
or
$22.50
"abracadabra"
$27.50
range
ing
Bosworth only a half share of
ton's fourth place World Series It amazes audiences.
Longs
and
Regulars
O'Day's wife was amazed, too,
cut.
Values to $35.00
When the Braves open the 1950 when she went to the animal's
season at least 18 players from cage in their home and found the
their 198 championship club will pet had put on a disappearing act
have departed. Southworth, un- on his own.
A man from the Animal Weltil last season, always has been
Values to $45.00
able to get the most out of his fare League recovered the guinea
players. Never has he seen the pig, but he had to take the gas
$12.00
range
19.75
$16.95 &
stove apart to do it.
second division as a manager.
$10.00
But when the Braves report to
$14.95 range
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., ne xt TIE THAT BINDS
DIAL .1113
range
8.00
$
$10.95
Chicago - (AP) -- Two robSpring, Billy will have a terrific
Moscov's
Nathan
.„...yalues to $29.75
remodeling job on his hands. bers stroke into
Since Boston has been accustom- toggery shop and took $85 --4
5
ed to pennant contenders the last watch tfesti4,
Alear)
few yes_
for 1950. silk ties. They could, the holdup
ly is oni
men decided, be put to good use.
Preliminary studies by t h e So they used them to tie Moscov
$15.00 Hats
$10.00
Smithsonian Institution have to a chair.
shown that central Texas was
$12.50 Hats
8.50
$
long inhabited before the arriv- Texas and New Mexico were
Hats
$10.00
7.50
$
mostly hunters.
al of known Indian tribes.

How To Make Life
More Pleasant
For Teacher

Prescriptions A
Specialty

American Beauty"
NOW ON DISPLAY

Entire Stock Men's

Ladies' Winter Coats

We will be open Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights until 9 p. m., to show you the car that
has everything.

TOPCOATS

One Group of Coats
ON SALE $5 and $15

THE NEW

"1950

Ladies' Fall & Winter

PLYMOUTH"
Hodge Motor Sales&Implement Co.

One croup of Men's Suits

On Sale $29.75 & $35.00

DRESSES

One Group of Men's

Sample Hats

Entire Stock of Ladies'

FALL and WINTER HATS

Two Cars in One!

$7.50 & 8.50 Hats-

ON SALE Y2 PRICE
ONE GROUP HATS

Corduroy Sport Coats
Men's $14.95 Now $11.95
Boys' $11.95 Now $9.95

ON SALE $1

UTILITY VEHICLE AND

Entire Stock

PASSENGER CAR, TOO!

Men's Combed Yarn Cotton

CHILDREN'S COATS
$17.95
$12.95
$10.00
$ 8.95
It's a smooth-riding passenger car-and, with
seats out, a utility vehide
with big load space.
With "4" or "6" Engine and overdrive,you
get money-saving mileage. Come in-drive it
-see its many features.

Tells you about new marchandlee now being produced and offered in stereo
for your pleasure and bolder
living.

the necessities of life each time you go shopping runs into
big money at the end of each week and, more so at the end of

Buying

the year.
By reading this newspaper carefully you will.learn of values being
offered and if taken advantage of will pay for the subscription
price many times over.

4

range
range
range
range

$12.95
$ 8.95
$ 7.95
$ 5.95

GABARDINE JACKETS
$15.00& 16.50 range -now $11.95
$12.95 & 13.50 rang.- now $10.00

One Group Coats
ON SALE $3.95
PIECE GOODS
now $1.49 yd
36" Corduroy, reg. $1.95
42" Rayon Gabardine, reg. 96c now 75e yd.
40" Brocaded Fillies, reg. $1.95 now $1.49 yd.
now $1.49 yd.
40" Canton Crepe, reg $1.79
Piker Taffeta, reg. $1.95 now $1.49 yd.
36" Cotton Rayon Simms, reg. 98c, now 49e yd.

OR 6 CYLINDER-OVERDRIVE AT NO EXTRA COST
-ALSO 4 CYLINDER WITH 4-WHEEL DRIVE

Stone Motor Co., Distributors
315 Kentucky Ave.

Paducah, Ky.

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES, Dealer
Dawson Rd.

Phone 2408

$ 6.00

'---..0000WREDONIA

Men's 20 Oz. Wool

JAC SHIRTS
ON SALE $6.95
VALUES TO $11.95

One Group of

BOYS' JACKETS
$2.00, $3.00 & $3.95
VALUES TO $9.75

Thursday, January 12,

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Good Business
To Spray Corn

I) Andrews of Milistealppl

State College.
Lamb-on-pasture contest

WH.comt, tnc,N,
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Pennsylvania
Washington — If Congressional
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in and taken his cash
at the Farm and Home Conven- deputy commissioner of agriculIA: axmte
committees ever try to ferret out
It may not do any
tion at Lexington January 31- ture.
all the facts about payroll padhe's
to
going
remove the
February 3. Speakers will include
ding on Capitol Hill they won't
A farm management and bank- In" sign from his front
Oliver Payne Boyle county; L. ers session' will deal with probmeasured
have an easy time. Most of the
ting. Is
H. May, Trigg county; Joe Dav- lems in farm organization and
information about salaries there
Davis
dam
on
the
enport, Warren county; John P. operation. Among speakers will
is readily available. But the realpth
River is expected to
Greenwade, Montgomery couoty,
ly hot stuff is buried.
Stead, vice president of water to the foot
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W.
be
of
'
and Joe Freeman and J. B. KelInterest in the rubject was
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ley of the Experiment Station.
aroused when former Rep. J.
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Louis, and Fred O'Hair execup
WALKER HAS IT ,trb1.o,elow.
Parnell Thomas went to jail for
Another meeting will be de- tixe idirector of the Nebraska
Parker
51
Fountain
pocketing money ostensibly govoted to pastures, Prof. C. B. Conservation Foundation.
and
ing to employes of his office. Rep. On the House side of the CapiBender of New Jersey will speak
lue
31
Pen
and
Pent it see
Burdick (R.-N.D. happened to be tol a photostatic copy of the enon grassland farming in that
these sank fr
The. beaver sometimes
th
in his home district about the tire payrolls is publicly available
of
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state, and members of the ExDrugs & Je
titte`afFtinserylciesthcmell'edarnrenpnlefithh
weight of 00 pounds.
time Thomas entered the clink each month. The name of each
tot
periment Station faculty will dis- a
Princeton, KY.
and was shocked to find that clerk, secretary. administrative
cuss pasture and forage crops and - - —
folks out there were wondering assistant or other employe apfeeding problems.
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just how many other members of pears along with his salary. The
Ways to grow higher yielding
l.
:
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:
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the national legislature were dis- record shows in which committee CARS STALLED IN SNOW: Snow fell fast and heavy nottheast ot 1.'resno, Cal)i , in the high Sier- corn will be disc ,
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vehicles
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on
the
shows
photo
This
honest.
or congressman's office he or
ners of the state corn
California state highway 41, five miles north of Coarse Gold and ten miles soeth of Bass Lake.
He demanded that Congress she works.
recognized at the convention.
make a thorough investigation to
If you smell something fishy Five inches of snow was reported. Traffic was blocked for several hours. (AP Wirephoto)
Special attention will be given to
weed out any other payroll ma- about some of the entries ,you
buTh-keEizatoredpanet uh:seLiucnace'ree's•
the use of fertilizers and the connipulators and clear Congress' can go to the office in question the employes there are not kicktrol of weeds. Speakers will inHealth And Charm
name.
and ask if so-and-son works there. ing back part of their salaries to
clude Henry Ward, state commisConvention Subjects
'The overwhelming majority of If he isn't there, other employes the congressman.
sioner of conservation, and Dr.
the members are honest," said or the congressman might explain
Discussion of health, charm
The correct answers might be
Burdick. ."But the crooks have that he is doing some research at obtained by an investigating
looks
will have a place
and goad
done more damage than Com- the Congressional Library, is ill committee. Committee witnesses
Farmers making records in in the program scheduledfor the
STOMACH SUFFERERS
munists could have done in 20 at home, is on vacation or works must testify under oath. But old crop production and dairying Farm and Home Convention
GET AMAZING RELIEF
years." (Thomas was once chair- in the congressman's office in his timers on the Hill say an inves- will be reoognized during the an- January 31-February 3.
boclant, and.rece
The HARVEY STOMACH
man of the House Committee on home town. All of which might tigation would be a painful pro- nual Farm and Home Convention
Charles P. Taylor, educational TREATMENT goes further
Unamerican Activities.)
be quite true.
ceeding to many members, and at the Experiment Station at director for Kentucky of the
than mast stomach treatments
Yes, we'll be glad to arrange a personal loan for anyt
At first glance it would appear
If you find so-and-3o actually they'll bet 10 to one that the mat- Lexington January 31-February American Cancer Society, will
on the market today. It is made
simple to find out who is get- working there, you have no as- ter will never reach the investi- 3. Included win be winners in
that
will help you. You can obtain extra money to buy old
rit!lr.
show a Walt Disney film and up of four different medicines.
rel
11:11tfirlf
ting away with payroll padding. surance that he and the rest of gating stage.
the corn derby lamb-on-pasture speak on the subject, "Can We
or clothing . . . make repairs to home or car . . . prank
!
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!
Lnsag
bek
:1
6
:
11I
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:
One of the main ingredients is
The Senate is not quite so frank contest, a national dairy produc- Defeat the Traitor Within"
medical or dental attention . .
any other purpose.
belladonna.
about publishing its payroll as tion contest, and outstanding
Dr. Bruce Underwood, Louis- We guarantee this wonderful
VCIAIt fig estseatlea something you need just benne
the House. It is made public only testers in dairy herd improvement ville, state health commissioner, medicine to relieve ulcer
ker "2.1" Pen
pains,
once a year, and there is an im- associations.
you don't have the ready cash available. Phone or tow I
will discuss "Progress in Making and that acid, gassy, belchy,
$5.00
Highlight of the first day's proportant omission. The Senate does
today!
Kentucky a Healthy Place."
nervous and lack of Pep feelDRUGS
LKER'S
gram
will
be
an
address
by
Alnot publish names and salaries
Miss Mary Stuyvesant, New ing. Compare its price with
of employes of particular sena- lan G. Kline, president of the York beauty advisor who has as other stomach
nd,JEWELRY
preparations.
tors. There is a break-down by American Farm Bureau Federa-- her slogan, ''Look Your Best to Start this
Dial 3211
treatment today —
committees, but not by senators' tion. His subject will be, "Organ- Do Your Best," will make two there is no need
to
suffer.
Ask
ized Farmers and the Rest of
offices.
appearances on the program. She your druggist for Harvey TabW. MARKET ST.
PHONE
No one who m this reporter Us."
will speak on "Every Woman lets. SOLD ONLY AT
Princeton, Ky.
JAMES T. HOLT, MGR
Turkey-ra
isers,
meeting
at
the
questioned was able to explain
Can Be Beautiful," and again on
WOOD
DRUG
STORE
why this was done. But one sea- convention, will discuss manage- "Fashion and You."
PRINCETON, KY.
soned official of the Senate said ment of flocks, selling turkeys,
Kentucky's
turkey
opportunities,
he believed it was just a matter
of personnel policy in the offi- and the kinds of birds consumers I
ces. The senators didn't waist want. Many farm men and womtheir employes to know what en will take part in the discusother employes were making. In sions.
"Security Through the Rural
the matter of their own expense
allowances, the senators inciden- Church" will be the subject of
tally, are somewhat more gener- Dr. Henry S. Randolph of New
ous to themselves than the rep- York, at the rural community
and church program. Dr. Ward
resentatives are.
Bauder of the University of KenMembers of both bodies have tucky
will discuss community
voted themselves substantial alprograms.
lowances in addition to $2,500-aWomen to receive special recyear tax-free expense allowances.
ognition will be those chosen as
On the House side every memMaster Farm Homemakers, the
ber is given a flat sum of ;30Q Winner of
the essay contest on
each fiscal year for stationery
"My Day " and the writer pf the
and another $500 for telegrams
Kentucky farm woman's creed.
More farm families in the South
got new tele- and long distance telephone calls. Mrs. Raymond Sayre, Iowa
The
senators
get $500 a year for farm woman and
phones during 1949 than during any
president of
other year in stationery, can send any number the Associated
Country Women
of official telegrams, and may of
history.
the World, who recently remake 50 free long distance tele- turned
from Germany, will speak
phone calls a month. Both sena- on "Is there
a Chance for GerThe 57,000 poles we erected to extend
tors
and
congiessmen
get
a mile- many?" At the homemakers'
rural teleage allowance to and from Washphone service was a record number, too. So
luncheon on Friday, her subject
was the ington. Their expenses are paid will be, "Links
of Friendship."
on
official trips abroad.
105,000 miles of wire placed in
Dr. Regina Wescott, consultant
service. Setting these
in family and community develnew records required record expenditures
Multiple dam projects along opment, Milwaukee,
of $26,Wis., will
lines somewhat similar to the have as her subjects,
"Let's Start
000,000 for new rural facilities for the
Tennessee
Valley
Authority
year.
have with Ourselves," and "Arousing
been started or planned in Af- the Community to Action."
Serving the rural areas oi the South is one of our ghanistan, Australia, Brazil, Ceylon, India, Darien, Noretay, PorTrefoil Does Well
biggest jobs, and we're making record progress. It's tugal and Yugoslavia.
When weeds threatened his
corn, because rain prevented cultivation, John P Wilson of Fulton county sprayed part of his!
crop with 2,4-D. The result was ,
81 bushels an acre, compared to;
54 bushels where no spraying was
done.
Wilson told County Agent John
B. Watts that $30 invested in'
spray materials plus three days
of work added 810 bushels of
corn. "A rather good business
proposition," said the county
agent.

Notes On Farm And
Home Convention

In Fleming County

good telephone service, too—backed by nearly threequarters of a century's experience, plus the teamwork of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and the
Western Electric Company in dTveloping new methods and equipment to make the service still
better.

CALL 2210
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete

Insurance

Service

111 W. Market St.

A half-acre planttng of birdsfoot trefoil on the C. E. Gorman
farm in Fleming county has been
observed with interest, notes
Farm Agent James I. Stephens.
It was seeded on frozen rye
ground last February. A good
stand was obtained and by November it had made as reietch
growth as alfalfa Would have
made on.the same land. The plants
IVelfenarae 'andeWell branched
atter- beitig•tatret heavily grazed. Mr. Gorman plans to sow 15
acres next spring.

Flock Returns $50
Weekly Above Cost
A flock of 500 laying pullets
is returning $50 a week above
feed costs to the Rev. L. D. PowJell of Lee county. Keeping the
birds housed, hopper-feeding
them a commercial grain mixture
of wheat and yellow corn and
laying mash, supplying grit and
oyster shell and keeping water
warm are important points in his
high production, said Farm Agent
Hollis Henson. Mr. Powell uses
an automatic electric light switch
to turn on the lights early mornings.

Crease-Resistant
Gabalure!
Buttonholes Hand -Pip,

$18.98
Marvellous crease-resktant
on, exquisitely tailored in dombl,
hrea.sted styling. Choose fr,in
gray, aqua, red.

Make Studebaker your
1950 buy word for thrift
and solid value
VEyour new-car money achance
kJ to buy you America's top value
in a low-price automobile this time.
Step out of the g_oove of habit and
into a Studebaker showroom. Come
in and treat yourself to a close-up
eyeful of the refreshingly new ^

distinctive Studebaker Champion.
Go out for a drive in this thrifty
1950 Studebaker. Low, long, alluring,it's really950allthe way through
—out ahead in "next ride" as well
as "next look"—fastest selling new
"-rim Studebaker history!

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

CLASSIC COATS
Long-Wearing Gabardine
in A Smart-Everywhere
Style!

Lice in the laying flock do
harm to birds' health, production. Get thaw lice this easy
way —UM Dr.Salsbury'aVapoRoost.Just spread
it on the r000rt —
fumes kill lice
while birds roost.
Non -staining.
Long-lasting. Buy
Vapo-Roost.

The coat you'll "live in", season
after season.
Wool-and-salon
gabardine in new skipper, graY•
toast, pink.
So smart for Spring—Paris' pet pockets,
real and simulated; Newer-than-new
in
this topper with flaring Inverted
pleat
back! In 100% wool; rayon satin lining.
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Gives High
o Athletes

East German Youth
Show Nazi Heritage

Baltimore Changes Mind
And Name Of Stadium

Pa

!Business Boost Seen
' With G. I. Refunds

Baltimore — Baltimore's hyWashington
(AP) — The
brid stadium—cross between a government will begin
pouring
ard W. Plakealee
modern,
concretestand
arena and the huge 82,800,000,000 G. I. in11111 -- (AP) - ELIA Ger— Arterica's lilPI'
an
elderly
wooden bowl h a s surance refund into the hands
manys' Free German Youth' or!millets have e.tclies
ganization (FDJ) is on the march, had its name changed once again. of 16,000,000 veterans on Jan. 16.
ore easily than most
The stadium was named for
Announcing this,'the Veterans
,with rums and trumpets.
"For peace," says Rs Commun- Babe Ruth almost immediately Administration said it hopes to
after that baseball great died in get mbst of the checks
tog is measured by ,
ist leaders.
to policyrequired to rise by '
"For Communist domination," August 1948. A large wooden holders by June 80.
sign
one from a depth of
reading
"Babe
Ruth Stad-. The checks will range
charge anti-Communists.
from 90
Phone 2441
low the surface. The
"It looks too much like the I:tit- ium" was erected outside the cents to $528, with an average of
structure.
m five to sixteen
ter Youth," is another frequent_
about $175.
Established 1907
Veterans groups
ids. The best floaters
protested.
argument against.
Government economists expect
They
If, Borbes Norris, Jr.,
pointed
out
the
arena
was
Outwardly, at least, it actuala stimelating effect on business.
to have besn a memorial for the
d.
ly resetn les the Hitler Youth in
It is the No. 1 factor experts
"Not For A Day But For All lime"
city's
World
War
dead.
H
Little have cited
e team lacked floatmany ways. The FDJ is the only
In predicting good
of these sank from
youth organization permitted in beard at first, the complaints conditions throughou
t the first
m. The other neither
the Soviet zone, just as the Hit- gained force and finally aval- half of 1950.
k.
ler Youth was in Nazi Germany. anched.
Sixteen months after the hasty
i'es are part of a phyTorchlight parades, drums and
investigation at the
trumpets were indispensable for christening, 'a city-wide veterans
Illinois, conducted
the Hitler Youth. Four years af- committee once more carried its
!las K. Cureton, pro
• ter the defeat of the Nazi Reich, case before Mayor Thomas
vsical education.
the Communist Free German D'Alesandro, Jr. He agreed the
bowl should be a war memorial
Youth adopted these requisites.
le superior buoyancy
ute to the success of
The Hitler Youth wore brown after all ..Down went the Babe
Ruth sign in a hurry. It's the
shirts. FDJ are blue.
as an example, he
Memorial Stadium
ordinary men have
This was too much even for Baltimore
the Communist-edited east Ber- now.
ing times in long
skIPPER MIDDIL GRID TEAM: Eddie Erde atz treats lin weekly, Ulenspiegel. It reprieat Salt Lake, where
are althost as buoy- himself to a new pair of shoe laces as his wife looks on after con- manded the Free German Youth FIREMEN SAVE ROAST
Murphysboro, Ill. — (AP) —
Breathing probably firming that he had been offered the post of head football coach for marching, drumming and
he Japanese are re- at Annapolis, Md. Erdelatz, now line coach for the San Francisco trumpeting ''just as the Hitler Local firemen hurriedly respondamp,
ed to a summons to take care of
loyant, and recently '49-ers, pro team, will fly from San Francisco, Calif., to the Navy Fascists did."
L1.3110711
"Hitler didn't invent those an oven blast at the Paul Jacobs
e world records and Academy to confer with Captain Howard Caldwell, Navy's athletic
home here.
m title a tour nation- director, and meet with the board of athletic control. (AP Wire- things," retorted the FDJ.
They got there in time to save a
photo)
Its executive council declared
isseineimumg
that "today youth must be won tempting roast in the oven but
time, another mark of
for the fight for peace with all new kitchen furnishings and
— 1
thing Babe Ruth had supremely. His reactions were
U. K. Bureau Surveys
available means," including these dining room furniture were damtwice as fast as the average man,
11)
aged by smoke.
Hitler Youth customs.
and this was supposed to ex- Kentucky Incomes
r "21" Pen
"True, they were abused in
plain his ability to hit bothers.
defend t he Communist-made
A county-by-county survey of
the past by reactionaries of the "democrat
$5.00
ic order" against "wesAt Illinois, reaction time is individual yearly incomes of all shades,"
it admitted. "But the tern war mongers."
Kentuckia
ns is being undertaken
FDJ leaders
ER'S DRUGS
measured by how long it takes to
drums and trumpets of the Free have publicly
pledged themselves
make a vertical jump, after see- by the University of Kentucky German
JEWELRY
Youth
are
the
bitterest
to do so "with the weapon in
ing a "al light, or hearing a Bureau of Business Research, enemies
Dial 3211
of reaction, because they our hands" in
Professor James W. Martin, buthe ranks of the
are the drums and trumpets of
east zone "People's Police" army.
reau director, announced last
peace."
They were the first to storm
But these very drums and the
Berlin city hall on Sept. 6,
signal sound, or both. All athletes trumpets of peace
were used by 1948, and drive out the duly
are found to have faster reaction an FDJ group at
Leipzig to break elected representatives of the
times than untrained men. up Catholic church
During The Month Of January We Are Offering All Charter
services. The Berlin population. They were in
Among swimmers, the divers are group marched
around a church action as strike breakers during
Oak Coal And Wood Ranges At
fastest. Among track and field making so much
noise that the the six-weeks walkout of West
athletes, the fastest are sprinters mass had
Reduced Prices
to be broken off.
Berlin's anti-Communist railway
and pole vaulters; the slowest the
The "peace" drums and trum- workers—
Also
Reduced
Prices On Coal Heaters
with
rocks
and
woodshot-putters, distance runners and pets also intone
marches praising en clubs against strikers.
gymnasts.
And
Fuel
Oil Heaters
heroes of the Red Army. Their
Without FDJ membership card
Age does not appear to slow re- peace fanfare precedes
FOR REAL BARGAINS IN RANGES AND HEATERS
speeches there's hardly a chance of being
action time. It measures about the calling on
FDJ members to help admitted to high school,
univer- - - SHOP - - same from 17 to 35. An odd fact
or administrative jobs.
weeM.
is that nearly everyone reacts fasExpected to require at sity
ter to a double signal, both light least two years for completion, There are no sports without the
and sound, than to either one the study will provide a more ac- FDJ. The "Democratic Sports
alone.
curate measure of Kentucky in- Movement" of Communist-ruled
Little justification is found for come than any now in existence, East Germany is supervised by
fears of enlargad athletes hearts. Professor Martin said. The sur- the Free German Youth and the
All the 1948 Olympic swimmers vey will not require direct in- Communist trade union federaquiry among income recipients, tion. FDGB.
Philatelistic activities, private
but will be carried out through
7—EXPEOTS A61*EE
theater groups and chess clubs
compilati
of
on
social
security,- in- are also controlled
THAT MILK FROM
ancorpoesue
by the FDJ.
come tax, unemployment comTenth and Virginia St.
Even old men with beards must
Phone 332
PRINCETON CREAtAERY
pensation and welfare statistics.
obtain a Free German Youth liHopkinsv
ille
IS THE
had ordinary size hearts. All had cense if they want to go fishing.
FINEST:
slow pulses. All were remarkable
efficient in recovering from fatigue exercises.
In strenuous, competitive athletics, especially long sprints and
swimming, there are cases of enlarged hearts. But the Illinois
studies have not yet uncovered
h ball-bearing drawer action * 20i" clear filing
capacity
any harm from this enlargement.
at tractive good looks
* Sturdy, welded co
The top high jumpers, high
'
netruction
* New positive locking compressors
hurdlers and pole vaulters usually have longer fore legs, in relaEverything For The Office
tion to thigh length, than the
.1
average. The fore leg is from the
knee down. Sprinters have almost
1,
•-••••...,
the same proportions, but weight
t-L
.111111111
lifters, wrestlers and distance
runners have shorter upper bod•kinsville
Incorporated
ies, and longer legs relatively.
The purpose of the study is to
discover what men and women
Zook
may do to keep fit after age 30.
Cureton says the physical fitness
decline is rapid in most men.
It is possible that many persons have some special physical
quality, li) .t/Is poatability of
swimmers, triarNv
r
.c•
fio
o•
trim. Or, they N'OrTaize some
quality that needs restraint because it hastens deterioration.
One of the latter is found in
the time needed to recover from
fatigue after muscular work. Fatigue depends on how much lactic acid your working muscles
Chevrolet—and only Chevrolet—brings you all these major advantages at lowest
produce. Women make more acid
than men, on the same work. Men
cost—NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISHER • NEW TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS
with feminine-looking bodies
• CENTER-POINT STEERING • CURVED WINDSHIELD with PANORAMIC
produce more than men with
masculine builds. Trained athVISIBILITY • BIGGEST OF ALL LOW-PRICED CARS • EXTRA-ECONOMICAL
The Only Exclusive Dark Sales Floor In Hopkinsville
letes fatigue less than untrained
OWN—OPERATE—MAINTAIN • PROVED CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES
TO
men.
Highest of all in fatiguing are
WE ARE OPEN TO RECEIVE YOUR TOBACCO NOW
neurotic men. This may explain
why worry adds to fatigue. This
INTRODUCING OlIVROLIT'S EXCLUSIVE NIV4
is something controllable, with
Plenty Of Unloading and Floor Space
good diet, sufficient rest and with
physical recreation properly applied.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

RANGE SALE
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a personal loan
any
'n extra money forli
to buy
to home or Car
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. et any
other purpose.
• thing you need
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TOADS FOR LONDON
ed will allow an air-freight conSydney, Australia -- (AP) — signment of giant 7-inch toads to
An export license reeently grant- a medical research center in England. Scientists consider the
Some effect of the insuranoe se- toad of great value for research
fund already has been felt in into the activity of the nervous
spending by way of credit.
system.
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Every day farmers are involved in el.pensive law suits because of farm
accidents. Special Broadierm Farm
Liability Policy provides real protection against ruinous financial lose
which you might suffer as the result
of your liability for injury to members
of the public and damage to the property of others. Don't risk losing what
you work so hard to gain. Get the facts.

CliftonD. Pruett, Sr.
D. H.(Jake)BARNES:
Bookkeeper
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Professor Invents
New Safety Pin

Classified Ads

U. K. Field Agent
To Speak Here Jon

FOR

G. P. Summens, flow
SALE-For clean, used cars FOR RENT: Three-room house
ntarkfting. Exten
(without bath) on S. Seminary
and tuck, see Randolph
the University of
Atlanta -- An engineering ProMotors. Ford Sake and Servat. McConnell tie-ride Co. 27-Itc
be in Princeton
fessor, Who coaches wrestling on
ice.
6-1tc
day, January 23,
ON SALE: Entire stock of pullthe side turned inventor and
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
keting and the 1,.•
came up with a really "safe"
over sweaters. Special price,
und Electrical Supplies, visit
era of the count/ ,
safety pin.
$4.95. Wood Brothers. 28 Itc
StallIns and Kennedy nectric
will be held at the coil
It meets approval of babies.
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone FOR SALE: Grocery Store at
_
parents, and doctors. When It's
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
802 East Market street Will
When carbon black
open, it's closed.
sell Stock and Fixtures and
tic
with soil, the soil a
With the pin, baby can't get
Rent Store Building. This is a
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
heat from the sun and
stuck when getting his diapers
good location. Reason for sellglass cut and installed in all
changed. Nor can the mother, or
warmer than other soil
ing, other business. See D. I.
cars. Williams Texaco Service
father, stick their finger. Should
Hensley, 802 East Market St.,
Station, Corner Plum & main.
junior swallow the pin, the docChristmas Island,
Princeton, Ky.
281tp
Phone 557.
tor can easily retrieve it.
tic
square miles of land
The inventor is Robert N. Millieved to be the biv.
FOR expert paint and body re- FOR RENT: Several Moe apartler, PH. D., Assistant Professor
ments; Phone 2550 after five
the Pacific .
pairs,
see
Randolph
Motors,
in chemical engineering at Geor27-tic
p. m.
Ford Sales and Service.
ltc
gia Institute of Technology. He's
SEE
the Senior
SHELD:ROW
The American re g ter
y g Arcoach of Tech's wrestling team,
This World," a .
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for A SALES CAREER: Would ydu rdW was shelled by Chinese Nationalist gunboats off Shanghai
like a permanent, pleasant, Monday.
and coached the football line sevdy at Butler High 8,
Cruiser control, shift to ScottCapt. David Jones of Chicago pronounced the ship no longer
profitable sales position with seaworth
eral years during the war. He
torium Thursday tut'
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
y after inspecting damage from between 30 and 40 shell
a nationally-known 58 year hits.
was a football player himself in
at 7:30 p, m. Stu
shift to reverse and forward. 4
The ship, owned by the Isbrandtsen Lints of New York, was
old manufacturer selling to all bound
student days at Ohio State UniAdults 40e.
h. p. 5 h. p. and 7% h. p. with
for Communist-held Shanghai enroute from Hong Kong on
business
merchant
men?
and
s
versity.
shift. Williams Texaco Service
an attempt to run the Nationalist blockade. (AP Wirephoto)
NOW
interested
Would
ON SALE: P.
an
in
you
be
Dr, Miller said he got the idea
StationP1um and Main Bt.
School's 1949-50 scl.
exclusive territory where you
capital required. Permanent. FOR RENT: Two
from Dr. Murdock Eqen pf the
Phone 2445.
furnished
tic
entitled, "The Regit
are your own boas? Do earnings
Write today. McNESS COMPonce De Leon Infirmary here.
rooms, furnished heat.' 411
ON SALE: Entire stock of pull'FLEWS DOUBLE HAS TROUBLES:. Henricle -Noll-Tilea),
See a member of t.
In excess of $7500 based on
Dr. Miller's first interest -was
PANY, Dept A, Freeport, Ill.
East
Market
Street.
Phone
3198.
over sweaters. Special price,
Liberal Commissions, Bonuses
for your copy.
from the father's viewpoint. He 8-year-old jobless German male nurse who is the *thin' image of
28-2tp
$4.95. Wood Brothers. 28-1tc
and a Retirement Trust Plan
28-Itp
and his one-year-old son both got Adolph Hitler, has his identification papers checked in Frankfurt
NOTICE:
We
plus 100 per cent cooperation FOR SALE: One Fairbanks
stuck, frequently, when wrest- y a cautious American MP, Cpl. Edward J. Kulick of 13840 Bar- FOR SALE: Good
milk cow.
friends and cur
BETA SIGMA PHI will hold a
ley street, Dearborn, Mich. It is a frequently-repeated experienc
office
home
from
Morse
the
sound
coal
ling with a diaper change.
stoker
complete
e
about six years old. Dewey
us at the Henriett.,_
good to you? Do you have sales
with thermostat and automatic, candy sale Saturday, Junuiry
Dr. Equen's interest was from or Noll,. who says he is tired of American Military Policemen askP'Pool, Apartment 2, Hill
Shop. John Fergu•
g it he's Hitler. He thinks he ought to go to the
14, at 9 a. m. at the K. U. ofexperienc
e? Are you ambitious
controls: 50 bu. stoker coal.
the surgeon's standpoint. He had
United States
Building
over
Pruett Brothers
Orange and Herm
'where people don't worry so much about Der Fuehrer
fice for benefit of March of
and desire a successful busiPriced right. See Saul Pogrotinvented a magnet for removal of
popping up."
Grocery.
2.11-1tp
He keeps the tooth hrtish mustache and the dropping
Dimes. Cakes and pies will also
nes of your own? Between 33sky at Finkel's.
28-Itc
Metallic objects from windpipes
forelock bewise he wants to portray Hitler in a planned Austrian
55 and have a car? Write tobe sold.
28-1 tp SUBSCRIBE now to •
movie. (AP FOR SALE: One large size
and stomachs. Open safety pins
irephoto)
day giving peronal details to REDUCED PRICES: On all our
Moore's Coal heater. Will hold
are not always so easy. The sharp
ville Courier and
winter
merchand
ise, including WATCH MAKING: All makes and
U. 0. Colson Company, Paris,
fire 24 hours See Saul Pogrotpoint of the pin will rip tender
Press. See or Call P
coats, dresses, skirtwweaters,
models,
clocks,
jewelry
Illinois.
Firikel's
at
sky
repair28-1
tp
Fair
'State Mails Income
Store. 28-Itc
insides. With the magnet, docmonds. White St., Or
etc. Sula and 'Eliza
28-Itc
ed, All work guaranteed. Chas.
tors have removed open pins by OTAL HEAD
1525 Tax Forms To 192,000
SEE the Senior Class Play, "Out ON SALE: One lot of colored
"Pete"
Russell,
certified
watch
pushing them into the stomach,
ng Fed Steers ..$24.00 26.00
Of This World", a mystery comshirts, formerly $3.00-$3.50; FOR SALE: Street car restaumaker. 203 N. Harrison street. WANTED: Operator f
Kentucky Residents
turning them around, and then Short Fed Steers
rant, with excellent business
.. 22.00 24.00
edy at Butler High School
sale
price,
$1.95.
Wood
Brothers.
one-stop service v.,'
28-Itc
fishing them up with the point
Frankfort -(AP)- The state Auditorium Thursday -night,
and low overhead; best of fixMedium Quality Butcher
28-1tc
M. T. Stewart, V, •
trailing. Sometimes, however,
revenue . department announces
tures
and
equipmen
t,
parking
Jan.
FOR
19,
at 7:30 p. m. 27-1tc
SALE: Five-room house with
Princeton.
Cattle
20.00 22.00
open pins can't be removed easispace, excellent location withMALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
it has mailed state income tax
_
bath and running water; two
ON SALE: One lot of colored
22.00 25.00
man with car wanted to call on
ly, and doctors can only remove Baby Beeves
in city limits of Greenville.
or more acres of land or 48- REDUCED PRICES: On
192,000 Kentucky resishirts, formerly $3.00-$3.50;
14.00 17.00 forms to
farmers in Caldwell County.
them by cutting from the outside. Fat
Will trade or sell for $3,500
winter
merchandise, '
acre farm; electricity; on highdents,
sale price, $1.95. Wood Brothers.
Wonderful opportunity. $15 to
Dr. Miller said he became more Canners & Cutters
cash. John's Diner, Phone
coats, dresses, skirts,
12.00 14.00
way. Ask at Apt. 2, Hill Bldg.,
The income tax reports must be
interested while talking With Dr. Bulls
28-1tc
$20 in a day. No experience or
197-R, Greenville, Ky. 28-Itc
etc. Sula and Eliza
15.00 19.25 filed
over Pruett Bros.
28-1tp
here by next April 15.
Equen-at a Tech football game Stock Cattle
20.00 24.00
- All
unmarrie
persons
d
having
-about the dangers of safety Feeder Cattle
1900 23.00 net incomes
of more'rthan $1,000
pins.
VEALS
and all married persons living
With some advice from his Fancy Veals
31.00
together and having combined net
wife, Dr. Miller went to work.
31.50
No. 1 Veals
incomes of more than $2,500,
He turned up with i reverse ac- No. 2 Veals
26.00
must file reports. Married pertion safety pin. The sharp point Throwouts
18.25
sons not living together are clasis on the inside of the guard when HOGS
sed as single.
it's open. You have to pry it 200-230
16.001
On a gross income basis, reports
apart to use it, like a bobby Pin. 235-280
14.75
must be filed by single persons
285-350
14.25
earning more than $1,500 a year
120-155
14.10
and, by married couples earning
160-195
15.50
more than $3,000.
Manual Stockholders
Roughs, 350 lbs. &
The department said 35,000
meeting of the Princeton
under
13.50
more taxpayers filed state income
Federal Savings and
Roughs, 355-150
12.50
tax reports last year than ever
Limn Association
Roughs, 455 & up
12.00
before.
The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Princeton IN HOSPITAL
Federal Savings and Loan AssoMrs. Eura Darnell, 106 Daw- HORSES NEED VITAMINS
ciation Princeton, Kentucky, will
Davis, Calif.-(AP) - Horses
son
Road, is a patient at Jennie
be held in the office of the AssoStuart Hospital, Hopkinsville, make a lot of their own vitamins
ciation, Henrietta Hojel building,
in their digestive tract, but not
Friday, January 20, 1950, at 7:00 this week.
enough to keep them healthy,
P. Meior the purpose of electing It fastens just like an ordinary reports Dr. Floyd Carroll, anithree directors and the transact- safety pin, but it stays locked.
mal husbandry expert at the Uniing of any other business that
Dr. Miller said it has met ev- versity of California College of
may come before the meeting.
ery test but sWallowing. But the Agriculture. Good feed containJ.. R. Hutchinson, Secretary pin is magnetic, so it should pass ing B Vitamins has to supply the
28-2tc I on that score.
rest, he says.

'vestock Market

COW3

NOTICE

Red Front Offers
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz, jar

BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. str.
21(

GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe
No. 2 can

81(
LIMA BEANS,Scott County, dried

12

PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
No. 2 can
2 for

25(

10(

fl
29
(
,

CORN, Can-D-Lite, Wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gentlemen, 19 ox. 10c,

FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole, fancy
tato. 2% oz. can
FLOUR, Log Cabin,
25 lb. bag
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
No. 2 can
ORANGE JUICE, Osage,
46 oz. can
MACKEREL,Fresh Salt,
14 oz. average, each
bLEOMARGARINE, Ml Choice
1 lb. pkg.
PEAS, Playfair,
19 oz. can

3/

35(
$1"
121(
35(
35(
19(
121(

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
3 pkgs.
DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin, full
cream, lb.
TOMATO CA'rsur,Stars.,
oz. bottle. 15er„

69i

PEAS, Handy, standard
No. 2 can 10c,
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
or Turnip. No. 2 can
HOMINY, Aliee
No. 2 can
SAUER KRAUT, Lang
large No. 2% can
SUNSHINE MILK.
tall can
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar .
... .
('ORN: Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gent. Fey. 19 or. can

ONIONS, Yellow
5 lb. mesh bag
APPLES, Fancy, Red
3 lbs.

Meat Specials
PORK LIVER

19t

78
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Fresh Fruits and Produce

POTATOES, Cobbler, U. S. No.
1
100 lb. bag
OYSTERS, Standards,'

is(

oda „o wspAPIP

FRESH PORK NECK BONES
lb.

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,
Herrchrsoni,Ky. 9 A. M.
WV:IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky.,
Week Days
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The
Church Is
the
the
CRURCH
to is building
of
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55(
121(
The little frame church in this snow-blanketed
mountain village
lifts its tall spire above its rugged environment like
a sentinel guarding
a sacred trust or a lighthouse on a rockbound coast.
Wherever man has pushed his habitations
the bleak wastes
of the polar regions, under the blazing tropical-in
sun, or in the milder
climates of the world-he has built his churche
s dedicated to the
worship of God.
The fact that no community seems comple
te without its house of
worship bears eloquent testimony to the
universal recognition of
man's need of religion.
The village church plays a vital part
The spiritual standards of the people arein the life of the community.
vows are spoken at its altar, and the honorefashioned there; marriage
d dead sleep in its sacred
soil.
There it stands in every community
-the little frame churchpointing the people to God, teachin
g them the way of life, giving
them strength and faith for every
need.
GOLDNAMER'S
RUSSELL'S GROCERY
STEGER LUMBER YARD
ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
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PRINCETON CREAMERY
CORNER DRUG STORE
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
A. H. TEMPLETON
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